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1

INTRODUCTION

The United States Environmental Protection Agency reported that CO2 emissions from burning
coal, petroleum, and natural gas consisted of 81% of all greenhouse-gas emissions in 2014 [1] .
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has set two mitigation scenarios in which the
stabilization of atmospheric CO2 concentrations are to be at 550 and 750ppm to combat the
negative impacts of global climate change. To reach the desired stabilization target in the year
2100, total fossil fuel energy use must be reduced to 50% of the baseline level for the 750ppm
level and to 70% for the 550ppm level; this is only possible by making a switch to non-fossil
energy sources such as nuclear energy and other renewable sources [2].

While nuclear reactors consume no fossil fuels and emit no greenhouse-gasses; they are not risk
free to the environment. In 1987, the Chernobyl meltdown and in 2011 the Fukushima nuclear
disaster are two examples of the adverse impacts that occur when a nuclear reactor fails. Whether
the cause of failure be design flaws, natural disaster, human error, or any combination; the study
of a plant’s thermal hydraulic state must be well understood as it pertains to the normal and offnormal operational states of the plant.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) defines a design basis accident (DBA) as “A
postulated accident that a nuclear facility must be designed and built to withstand without loss to
the systems, structures, and components necessary to ensure public health and safety [3].” An
example of a DBA is a reactivity initiated accident (RIA) where a significantly large step in
positive reactivity causes an exponential increase in thermal power (and cladding temperature)
such that the cooling mechanisms in place become insufficient to maintain a normal operational
state [4].

Following the 2011 Fukushima accident, the United States Department of Energy launched the
Accident Tolerant Fuels (ATF) campaign dedicated to develop fuel/cladding combinations for
light water reactors (LWRs) that are entirely meltdown proof. One way to test the failure of
cladding is through controlled experiments where excess reactivity is caused by rapid removal of
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control rods. This is dangerous, costly, and introduces exposure to radiation. However, if cladding
testing could be performed via an electrically heated rod that mimics the same environment as a
reactor core; there would be no exposure to radiation and no nuclear fuel used. Unfortunately,
there presently exits no heater rod capable of providing the linear heat generation rate (LHGR)
needed for these experiments - Figure 1.1.1 (adapted from figure 8-17 on page 322 of [5]) displays
what the LHGR can look like during normal and RIA conditions. This study focuses on the
development of a resistance heater rod to further research cladding materials cable of withstanding
a RIA in a pressurized water reactor (PWR).

Figure 1.1.1: Typical PWR fuel rod temperature profiles for two LHGRs
During normal operations in a PWR. subcooled water passes through and removes heat from the
core and carries the heat to the steam generator - converting thermal power to electrical power [6].
RIAs can occur in a PWR when control rods are ejected from the core and can cause catastrophic
fuel failure and potentially the dispersal of fuel into the coolant [7]. The ejection of control rod(s)
introduces large positive reactivity that is governed by both prompt and delayed neutrons. Using
point kinetics, RIA behavior can be described by (1.1.1).
𝑄̇ (𝑡) = 𝑄0̇ 𝑒 𝑡/𝜏

(1.1.1)

where 𝜏 is the power escalation period that provides a characteristic time scale to the transient [8].
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During a RIA, as the fuel and cladding temperatures increase, the heat flux between the cladding
outer surface and coolant increases until vapor bubbles coalesce and form an insulating vapor
blanket around the cladding – this is called the departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) or boiling
crisis [9]. The boiling crisis is defined as a massive decrease in the fluid heat transfer coefficient
due to the insulating vapor preventing liquid contact with the cladding [10].

The heat flux at the DNB is referred to critical heat flux (CHF); where there is a decrease in the
fluid heat transfer coefficient causing the cladding surface temperature to increase exponentially
and potentially fail resulting in the release of radioactive material into the coolant. In order to
understand the safety concerns associated with a RIA in a PWR and ultimately prevent adverse
consequences, further research needs to be done on two main paradigms; how to prevent excess
reactivity, and failure of cladding. This body of work discusses the latter.
1.1

Motivation

Part of the ATF program is the recommissioning of the Transient Reactor Test Facility (TREAT);
a test reactor designed and operated by Idaho National Labs (INL) [11]. TREAT provides in-pile
testing of RIAs and expands upon the existing experimental data available for LWRs. Due to
spatial constraints in the core, TREAT lacks the capability of directly instrumenting cladding to
measure material responses and critical heat flux during a transient event. This lead to the
development of the Transient Reactor Test Loop (TRTL).

Designed and operated by Oregon State University (OSU), the TRTL is an out-of-pile prototype
that investigates material properties during rapid thermal transients meant to duplicate a RIA for a
single fuel rod. The purpose of TRTL is to provide accurate calculations of the CHF for
corresponding in-pile experiments of the Transient Reactor Test Facility (TREAT). While the loop
is capable of providing the thermal hydraulic environment of a PWR, it does not consider the
radiation induced effects [11]. Multiple electrical heaters installed within the loop are capable of
mimicking the power pulse seen in a transient event, but there is still a need of a heater rod capable
of providing accurate LHGR that is in line with the motivation and objectives of this study.
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The development of a resistance heater rod that can produce an accurate LHGR seen in an RIA
would allow for a safer and radiation free testing environment as well as reduce the time and cost
in researching new and advanced materials for cladding. The ability to test different materials will
be as simple as changing the heater rod and circulating the TRTL. Finally, it is required that the
final design be capable of easily removing the internals once assembled and installed into different
cladding materials. Being able to test a different cladding material without having to completely
construct a new rod will decrease the amount of time between tests and reduce overall costs.
1.2

Objective and Tasks

The objective of this study is to determine the feasibility of producing a heater rod capable of
providing the LHGR seen in a RIA that also has the capability to test different cladding materials
without having to construct an entirely new rod. This objective is achieved through the completion
of the following tasks:


Conduct Star-CCM+ CFD simulation of a single, one meter long fuel rod at a RIA LHGR
in the thermal hydraulic environment of the TRTL where uranium-235 is the simulated
fuel.
o Task Outcome: The simulation will provide the figures of merit which include:
cladding surface temperature, transient period, axial temperature distribution and
radial temperature profile.



Prototype and test different heater rod materials to optimize design for heat transfer
characteristics and durability.
o Task Outcomes: The iterative design process will vet and optimize the final
construction.



Utilize as many “off the shelf” components as possible
o Task Outcomes: Minimizing the amount of custom parts reduces overall costs and
the project time line.



Characterize heater rod prototypes via bench top testing and Star-CCM+ CFD simulation
o Task Outcome: Data collected from a bench top experiment will determine
simulated heater rod accuracy and provide the radial temperature profiles as this
cannot be measured experimentally.
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1.3

Overview of Following Chapters

This document describes the process through which the previously stated objectives were
attempted and/or achieved. Chapter 2 provides pertinent literature reviewed describing the critical
heat flux phenomenon and relevant models, designs and patents of heater rods, and previous
experimental data acquisition methods. The experimental facility is described in chapter 3
providing design considerations for significant components. Chapter 4 discusses the methodology
of the design iterations for the selected prototype. Chapter 5 presents the results in terms of
observed wall temperature, transient period, thermal uniformity, and impact of cladding on steady
temperature distribution. Chapter 6 concludes the study and discusses the significance and
limitations.
2

SURVEY OF LITERATURE

There is an abundance of literature on the thermal hydraulic behavior observed in a RIA, the
critical heat flux of water, and heater rod designs. The following survey of literature provides an
insight to, ideal CHF prediction models for this specific study, heater rod designs, fuel rod
temperature distributions, and thermocouple instrumentation. Throughout this survey, arguments
will be provided as to why the findings in a study are or are not pertinent to the overall objective
of this study.
2.1

Critical Heat Flux

In 1931, Jakob and Fritz conducted the one of the first investigations of nucleate boiling. They
explained that the agitation of bubbles near the heating surface could cause liquid jets to form and
flow coaxially between the rising bubbles. They explained that high heat transfer rates are a result
of local flow oscillations that exist near the nucleation of bubbles [12]. The relationship between
bubble agitations and rate of heat transfer was later researched and confirmed by Gunther and
Kreith in 1949 and Rohsenow and Clark in 1951 [13] - [14]. While these studies attempted to
explain the boiling phenomena, they did not provide a model for predicting CHF.

In 1934, Shiro Nukiyama developed the boiling curve. By suspending a thin platinum wire in a
container of water at atmospheric pressure and applying a current through the wire allowing him
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to control the temperature of the wire. He was able to show changes in heat flux at varying boiling
regimes and developed the boiling curve (Figure 2.1.1). He identified that CHF (point C, the point
at which DNB occurs) is reached when nucleate boiling transitions to film boiling when the wire
became glowing red-hot and encapsulated in a vapor blanket [15]. Westwater and Santangelo
confirmed this in their 1954 study using photography to capture the DNB phenomena [16]. The
rapid temperature increase of the wire is due to the decrease in heat flux in the transition boiling
regime. Should constant power be applied past point C, the wire surface temperature will almost
instantly increase orders of magnitude to temperatures that could melt the heat source [15].

Figure 2.1.1: Boiling Curve
In order to develop a heater rod capable of replicating the heat generation seen in a RIA, the
conditions at the instance of DNB must be well understood. In 2006, Groeneveld et al. published
revised CHF look up tables, a common tool for predicting CHF values. The publication was a
revision of the look up tables from 1995 that removed data from previous studies that displayed
significant scatter and added data from studies completed between 1995 and 2006. These tables
are a normalized data bank that predict CHF values as a function of pressure, mass flux, and
thermodynamic quality. The data from the tables contain a significant amount of CHF predictions
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based on extrapolation and model prediction [17]. While these tables are a good reference point,
they do not provide model validity.

In 1950, Kutateladze developed one of the first models for predicting CHF. He theorized that the
boiling process is a purely hydrodynamic phenomenon where DNB occurs when the velocity at
which vapor propagates from a heated surface reaches a critical value. Beginning with the transfer
of energy from wall to liquid equation and non-linear Euler equation of motion bubbles,
Kutateladze used dimensional analysis to determine CHF in pool boiling of saturated liquids seen
in (2.1.1) [18].
𝑞𝑐ℎ𝑓
2√𝜌𝑣 [𝜎𝑔(𝜌𝑙 −𝜌𝑣 )]1/4

= 𝐾 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡,

(2.1.1)

where K = 0.16 from experimental data. The same eqation was also derived by Sterman 1956 in a
technical report [19].

In 1956 Borishanskii added to Kutateladze’s model by following a similar approach. He theorized
that there is direct steady movement of vapor away from the heating surface and liquid towards it,
creating a two-phase boundary layer due to differences in the liquid and vapor densities.
Borishanskii explained that DNB occurs when a definite geometrical structure at the two-phase
boundary layer becomes present. Performing dimensional analysis on the equations of wavelength
of oscillations of nucleate bubbles and energy released by them Borishanskii refined Kutateladze’s
model seen in (2.1.2) and (2.1.3) [20].
𝜌 𝜎3/2

𝑁 = 𝜇2 [𝑔(𝜌𝐿 −𝜌
𝑙

𝑣 )]

1/2

(2.1.2)

From 177 experimental data points Borishanskii plotted K versus N and developed the correlation
(2.1.3) to be used in Kutateladze’s model (2.1.1).
𝐾 = 0.13 + 4𝑁 −0.4

(2.1.3)

Despite Borishanskii improving Kutateladze’s model, there is still a need for a mechanistic model.
Yamagata et al. were the first to demonstrate that there is proportionality between the surface heat
flux, and excess temperature ∆𝑇𝑒 = 𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 [21] such that,
𝑞𝑠′′ = ℎ∆𝑇𝑒 ∝ ∆𝑇𝑒3 .

(2.1.4)
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In their study, Rohsenow and Clark demonstrated that the rate of heat transfer increases as bubble
agitation becomes more vigorous – indicating the effect of forced convection fluid velocity
disappears as boiling increases [22]. This demonstrated a need to develop a correlation of heat
transfer by means of Reynolds number based on bubble diameter and velocity [14].
The bubble Reynolds number, 𝑁𝑅𝑒,𝑏 which is a measure of the local agitation of the fluid at the
heating surface based on the mass velocity of bubbles and their diameter as they leave the surface
such that,
𝑁𝑅𝑒,𝑏 ≡

𝐺𝑏 𝐷𝑏

(2.1.5)

𝜇𝑙

where 𝐺𝑏 is the mass velocity of a bubble, 𝐷𝑏 is the bubble diameter, and 𝜇𝑙 is the dynamic
viscosity of the liquid [23]. Fritz presented an equation of bubble diameter such that,
2𝑔 𝜎

𝜎

𝑜
𝐷𝑏 = 𝐶𝑑 𝛽√𝑔(𝜌 −𝜌
∝ √𝑔(𝜌 −𝜌
)
𝑣

𝑙

𝑙

𝑣)

(2.1.6)

where 𝐶𝑑 is a constant from intermediate equations, 𝛽 is the bubble contact angle, and 𝑔𝑜 is a
correction factor. Furthermore, the heat transfer of bubbles as they leave the heated surface can be
approximated by,
𝑞

𝜋

(𝐴) = ℎ𝑓𝑔 𝜌𝑣 𝜂 6 𝐷𝑏3 𝑓
𝑏

(2.1.7)

where 𝜂 is the number of points origin bubble per unit area and 𝑓 is the frequency of bubble
formation. Rohsenow found the correlation that represents frequency of bubble formation at a
favored diameter of the bubble as it leaves the surface [14]. Such that,
𝑓 ∙ 𝐷𝑏 = 𝐶𝑓𝑑 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡

(2.1.8)

The forced convection Nusselt number correlation is represented such that,
𝑚
̅̅̅̅̅
𝑁𝑢𝐿 = 𝐶𝑓𝑐 𝑅𝑒𝐿 𝑓𝑐 𝑃𝑟 𝑛𝑓𝑐

(2.1.9)

where 𝐶𝑓𝑐 is a constant and the 𝑓𝑐 subscript is representative of forced convection. In 1951,
Rohsenow developed his model by substituting (2.1.6) and (2.1.8) into (2.1.9), absorbing the
proportionalities into the constant 𝐶𝑓𝑐 , then substituting the resulting expression for ℎ in (2.1.4)
such that,
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𝑞𝑠′′ = 𝜇𝑙 ℎ𝑓𝑔 [

𝑔(𝜌𝑙 −𝜌𝑣 ) 1/2
𝜎

]

(𝐶

𝑐𝑝,𝑙 Δ𝑇𝑒

𝑛
𝑠,𝑓 ℎ𝑓𝑔 𝑃𝑟𝑙

)

(2.1.10)

The Rohsenow correlation (2.1.10) contains new constants 𝐶𝑠,𝑓 and 𝑛 which depend on the solidfluid combination – all properties are for liquid evaluated at 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 except 𝜌𝑣 . Despite it being one
of the most widely accepted correlations it only applies to clean surfaces and when used to estimate
heat flux, errors can amount to ± 100%. However, due to the proportionality explained by
Yamagata et al. in (2.1.4) the error is reduced by a factor of three when predicting ∆𝑇𝑒 from 𝑞𝑠′′
[24].

In 1959, Novak Zuber developed an analytical expression to predict CHF of saturated liquids. The
hydrodynamic instability (HI) model he developed integrates the effects of Taylor instabilities and
Helmholtz instabilities [12]. Vapor jets form when the saturated liquid is superimposed over the
vapor during the transitional boiling regime, Taylor instabilities arise due the greater density liquid
accelerating towards the lower density vapor [25]. The vapor escapes as jets or columns causing
Helmholtz instabilities due to the jets creating a liquid-liquid interface where the tangential
component of velocities differ [26]. Figure 2.1.2 (adapted from figure 3.b on page 1552 of
reference [27] ) provides a physical representation of Zuber’s model. When the Helmholtz
wavelength (𝜆𝐻 ) is imposed on the columns such that it is equal to the Taylor wavelength (𝜆𝐷 )
CHF is reached [12]. Such that,

Figure 2.1.2: Taylor and Helmholtz Instabilities
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′′
𝑞𝐶𝐻𝐹
= 𝐶ℎ𝑓𝑔 [

𝜎(𝜌𝑙 −𝜌𝑣 ) 1/4
𝜌𝑣2

]

(2.1.11)

where ℎ𝑓𝑔 is the latent heat of vaporization – all properties are evaluated at the saturation
temperature. The constant, 𝐶 is dependent on the heated surface geometry. For many large finite
horizontal heated surfaces 𝐶 = 0.131 agrees with experimental data within 16% [28]. While
Zuber’s model is similar to Kutateladze’s model, it was one of the first to provide a mechanistic
approach.

Thus far, Kutateladze and Borishanskii have provided methods for predicting CHF based on
dimensional analysis of the transfer of energy from wall to liquid equation, non-linear Euler
equation of motion bubbles, equations of wavelength of oscillations of nucleate bubbles, and
energy released by them. These dimensional analysis methods are non-trivial but fail to provide a
mechanistic approach to predicting CHF. The Rohsenow correlation can produce high error in
predicting heat flux and excess temperature. The HI (Zuber) model is more accurate and
independent of the solid-fluid combination as well as the viscosity, thermal conductivity, and the
specific heat of the liquid [24]. However, a RIA is a fast transient problem and the both the
Rohsenow correlation and HI model use a quasi-steady approach which is not applicable to predict
CHF in a fast transient [29].

In 1977 Kawamura and in 1981 Suec showed that the quasi-steady approach may be valid to
transient conditions if the heat capacity of the heating source is significantly greater than the heat
capacity of the fluid. Therefore, if the response time of the heat source is much greater than the
response time of the fluid (convective time constant) then the approach is valid [30] - [31]. In the
case of two-phase convection seen during boiling heat transfer, the convective time constant is
greater than single phase due to the time it takes for bubble nucleation. In 1984, Nelson and Duffey
reported that a large response time of the heat source is not sufficient to justify the quasi-steady
approach for transient two-phase convention demonstrating a need for a transient CHF correlation
[32].

Motivated by whether there is actually a time delay prior to the onset of boiling, in 1957 Rosenthal
was one of the first to study heat transfer of water under transient conditions [33]. Joule heated
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platinum and nickel ribbons in a tank of stagnant water observed with a high-speed camera at
atmospheric pressure were subject to various power transients. Rosenthal applied power
excursions to the ribbons that were representative of RIA conditions observed by experiments in
the BORAX reactor. Prior to the onset of boiling, the rate of temperature increase of the ribbon
was too rapid for convection to be considerable and conduction was the driving mode of heat
transfer [33]. Assuming negligible convection, and the ribbon to have heat capacity but no
resistance to conduction; Rosenthal was able to predict the wall temperature prior to nucleation
via the following conduction equation,
𝑇𝑤 =

𝑞′′
1−𝐵2
)
(𝑘𝜌𝑐𝑝 )1/2 (
𝜏

2

[𝜏 1/2 𝑒 𝑡/𝜏 erf(𝑡/𝜏)1/2 − 𝐵𝑒 𝑡/𝜏 + 𝐵𝑒 𝑡/𝐵 𝑒𝑟𝑓(𝑡/𝐵 2 )1/2 ]

(2.1.12)

where
𝐵=

𝐻
(𝑘𝜌𝑐𝑝 )1/2

(2.1.13)

and 𝐻 is the heat capacity per unit area. Rosenthal conducted experiments with exponential periods
ranging from 5 – 75 milliseconds. For a typical experiment Rosenthal observed the wall
temperature would increase exponentially past the water saturation temperature before boiling
initiated then “…there was an almost explosive formation of bubbles, and the ribbon temperature
decreased [33].” Following this explosive formation of bubbles, there was a moment where the
ribbon wall was almost free of bubbles then boiling commenced similar to local boiling observed
in steady conditions seen in the boiling curve until the ribbon melted. Rosenthal concluded his
study that for periods greater than 15 milliseconds and large degrees of subcooling, the behavior
was not noticeably different than what is observed during steady state boiling – indicating that the
transient state of power may not influence CHF under these conditions.

In 1968, Tachibana et al. published a study that assessed the relationship between the power period
and measured CHF value. Tachibana et al. had an experimental set up similar to Rosenthal,
however, for simplicity, power was increased linearly rather than exponentially [34]. Tachibana et
al. confirmed Rosenthal’s assumption that conduction is the primary mode of heat transfer in the
non-boiling region. Furthermore, Figure 2.1.3 (adapted from figure 6 on page 123 from reference
[34]) shows the relation between CHF and period. The increase in CHF with shorter periods is
qualitatively explained by an increased number of nucleation sites at higher super heats of the
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ribbon [34]. Martenson concluded with similar results to Tachibana et al. with exponential
transients rather than linear that CHF values increase with decreasing periods [35].

Figure 2.1.3: CHF in Transient Boiling vs Ramp Period
In 1971, Johnson published a meta-analysis on CHF experiments from the Reactor Heat Transfer
Project. [36]. All the experiments conducted utilized exponentially joule heated metallic ribbons
suitable for resistive thermometry. The net transient heat flux was obtained by an energy balance
on the ribbon and fluid such that,
𝜕𝑇

𝑞𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝑞0 𝑒 𝑡/𝑡0 − 𝐻 𝜕𝑡

(2.1.14)

Where 𝐻 is the ribbon thermal capacitance, and the heat flux input, and temperature change of the
ribbon were obtained from the oscilloscope readings of current and voltage [36]. Johnson
discussed the analytical condition solution derived by Rosenthal in equation (2.1.12) was in
excellent agreement for predicting the wall temperature, and pool and low velocity non-boiling
heat transfer values. The meta-analysis generalized that CHF values tend to increase with increased
pressure, increased subcooling, and decreased period. However fast transients less than 5
milliseconds where nucleation was quickly followed by film boiling resulted in relatively lower
CHF values [36] - [37].
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It is apparent from the models and correlations discussed above that there is still ambiguity in
accurately predicting CHF. In fact, Tong and Weisman found that several models may be deemed
correct because of experimentalists using vague definitions of CHF [38]. This raises the question
if a single mechanism is sufficient to describe CHF due to the wide range of phenomena observed
[39]. In order to effectively design a heater rod capable of the LHGR seen in a RIA an accurate
model is required.
2.2

Relevant CHF Models

Despite all the models and correlations presented over the years, there is still a debate as to the
actual trigger that induces DNB. Difficulty in analyzing the relevant effects due to a variety of
geometric scales (μm to m) and time scales (milliseconds to minutes) coupled with highly complex
multiphase flow is attributed to the disagreement amongst the heat transfer community [39]. By
nature, new models add incremental improvements to previous models. The following sections
discuss CHF models and their relevance to predicting CHF in a RIA.

2.2.1 Bubble Crowding
In 1981 Hebel et al. provided the initial theory that led to the bubble crowding model developed
by Weisman and Pei in 1984. Hebel et al. found that DNB occurs when the balance of released
radial vapor flow from the heat source and concurrent mass transfer of the liquid can no longer be
maintained – typically at void fraction of ~82% [40]. Considering this axiom, Weisman and Pei
identified the need for a mechanistic model for low quality convective flow conditions to predict
CHF. Weisman and Pei theorized that there is a relationship between the vapor layer and heat flux
by demonstrating that the turbulent intensity of bubbles at the vapor liquid boundary is a function
of the vapor layer quality – thus obtaining the vapor layer quality provides the calculation of heat
transferred by bubbles [41]. Through an iterative process of predicting and refining the empirical
constants Weisman and Pei found that,
ℎ −ℎ

𝑞′′𝐶𝐻𝐹 = ℎ𝑓𝑔 𝐺(𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )𝑖𝑏 𝜓 ( ℎ𝑓 −ℎ 𝑙𝑑)
𝑙

(2.2.1)

𝑑

where 𝑖𝑏 is the turbulent intensity at the vapor layer and
1

2

1 𝑣

1 𝑣

1 𝑣11

𝜓 = {2𝜋 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− 2 (𝜎11 ) ] − 2 (𝜎11 ) 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 (
𝑣′

𝑣′

√2 𝜎𝑣′

)}

(2.2.2)
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The complete derivation of (2.2.1) can be found in the appendix of [41]. The bubble crowding
model was compared to both the W-3 and CISE models and had better accuracy in the parametric
ranges in Table 2.2.1.

Table 2.2.1: Parametric Ranges of Bubble Crowding Model
Pressure [MPa]

2 – 20.5

Length [mm]

3.5 – 3600

Diameter [mm]

1.15 – 37.5

Void Fraction

0 – 0.6

Mass Flux [kg/m2s]

58300 - 81600

The turbulent exchange between the bulk fluid and vapor layer is one of the main parameters of
the bubble crowding model. Given this postulation, CHF should always occur at the same vapor
layer thickness for a given subcooling and bulk fluid flow when an 82% void fraction arises, and
when there is a linear influence of bulk turbulence. However, the 82% void fraction criterion for
the occurrence of CHF has been identified as one of the major flaws of the bubble crowding model
by Lee and Mudawar [42] and Celata et al. [43]. Furthermore, in a critique CHF models including
the bubble crowding model, Bloch et al. found that increased bulk fluid turbulence would reduce
the vapor layer by a constant depth. Given this constant depth, there is actually little influence on
CHF by varying bulk fluid turbulence [39].

2.2.2 Sublayer Dryout
In 1983, Hamura and Katto introduced a CHF model that assumed CHF occurs when: a vapor
blanket isolates the heat source such that a sublayer (thin liquid layer) forms at the wall of the heat
source; and the evaporation rate of the sublayer is greater than the liquid entering said sublayer.
However, their model did not include the effects of subcooling on CHF [44]. This model served
as a basis for the sublayer dryout model developed by Lee and Mudawar in 1988 using small scale
visualization experiments.
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Figure 2.2.1: Onset of sublayer Dryout
Performing an energy balance around a control volume that surrounds the sublayer (seen in Figure
2.2.1 adapted from [43]) and assuming the velocity of the sublayer and vapor blanket are equal –
CHF occurs when the enthalpy of the subcooled bulk liquid entering the sublayer becomes
insufficient to balance the evaporation rate, such that,
𝑞𝐶𝐻𝐹 𝐷𝑏 𝐿𝑚 = 𝐷𝑏 𝐺𝑚 𝛿𝑚 [ℎ𝐿𝐺 + 𝑐𝑝𝐿 (𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝑇𝑚 )]

(2.2.3)

where 𝐿𝑚 and 𝛿𝑚 are the sublayer length and thickness respectively. Then the subcooling of the
liquid entering the sublayer can be approximated as,
𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝑇𝑚 = 𝑎1 (𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝑇𝐿 )

(2.2.4)

where 𝑎1 is an empirical constant and 𝑇𝐿 is the local mean bulk temperature of the subcooled
liquid. Combining (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) results in the sublayer dryout model [42]. Such that,
𝑞𝐶𝐻𝐹 =

𝐺𝑚 𝛿𝑚 [ℎ𝐿𝐺 +𝑎1 𝑐𝑃𝐿 (𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 −𝑇𝐿 )]
𝐿𝑚

(2.2.5)

The mechanisms described by the sublayer dryout model are difficult to experimentally investigate
as the trigger mechanism of CHF occurs on a microscopic scale [39]. In 2016, Bloch et al.
attempted to capture the mechanisms described above via optical probes placed 0.1mm above the
heat source and could not detect any liquid sublayers as postulated by Lee and Mudawar in 1988.
Rather, Bloch et al. observed a well-mixed bubbly region at the heater surface [39].
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2.2.3 Interfacial Lift-off
While the sublayer dryout model focuses on local microscopic effects of boiling; the interfacial
lift-off model first purposed by Galloway and Mudawar in 1993 sought to develop a mechanistic
model of CHF by observing the global behavior of vapor [39] , [45]. By conducting flow boiling
experiments on a horizontally oriented heater rod Galloway and Mudawar were able to clearly
identify the trigger mechanism of CHF by measuring and observing the water physics with
thermocouples, pressure transduces, and a high speed camera.

They observed the formation of discrete bubbles prior to the onset of nucleate boiling (ONB)
would coalesce into a wavy vapor layer. Dips in the vapor layer would periodically touch the heater
surface forming a thin liquid film between the heater and vapor layer that would disperse due to
vigorous boiling and interfacial evaporation. Approaching CHF, boiling would intensify toward
the leading edge of the heater and near regions where the vapor layer interface contacted the heater
while the other regions would remain dry. DNB occurred when vapor would intensely pour from
the thin liquid films normal to the heater surface removing the wavy interface from the surface
resulting in global dryout [45].

In the second part of their study, Galloway and Mudawar developed a mathematical model from
their observations above. Performing energy balances on the heater surface in multiple vapor liquid
boundaries and momentum balances normal to the heater surface Galloway and Mudawar derived
multiple CHF correlations that depend on the length of the heater and distinct cases that are
functions of the fraction of vapor layer wave length occupied by wetting fronts [46]. The derivation
and criteria of models are presented in the appendix of [46].

The interfacial lift-off model is dependent on the assumption that at DNB, the vapor layer is a
constant thickness moving at a fixed wave propagation speed [45]. However, this may only be true
the in narrow flow channels of ~ 5mm and that larger channels do not follow the mechanisms
described by Galloway and Mudawar. Later publications, found that the interfacial lift-off model
does not allow the formation of a constant vapor layer in larger flow channels by Gersey and
Mudawar [47] and Sturgis and Mudawar [48]. The fact that larger flow channels cannot be
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represented by the interfacial lift-off model is likely due to the buoyancy effects of larger coalesced
bubble regions [39].

2.2.4 Heterogeneous Spontaneous Nucleation
In 2000 Sakurai applied rapidly increasing heat inputs to a 1.2mm platinum horizontal cylinder
under a wide range of pressures and subcooling [49]. He observed a direct and semi-direct
transition to film boiling without nucleation in liquid nitrogen and water respectively using a high
speed camera. Sakurai called this heterogeneous spontaneous nucleation (HSN) where an
explosive like activation of flooded cavities cause an almost instant transition to film boiling –
similar to the observations made by Rosenthal. This semi-direct transition to film boiling suggests
that the traditional HI model does not apply to rapid transients. Sakurai claims that the exponential
heat inputs causes vapor bubbles to entrain on the heater surface rather than nucleating – this would
lead to lower CHFs than the HI model because no heat can be removed by nucleation [49].

In the context of a RIA (where the transient period of the increasing cladding temperature is on
the order of magnitude of milliseconds [50] , should HSN occur it would result in a worst case
scenario because there would be even less time for the coolant to effectively remove the excess
heat. Figure 2.2.2 (adapted from figure 45 on page 340 of [49]) displays this trend where CHF
values begin to decrease at periods less than 0.02 seconds at elevated pressures. Recall that
Tachibana et al. reported an increase in CHF with decreasing period (Figure 2.1.3) but did not
report periods less than one second.
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Figure 2.2.2: The relation between qcr and τ for subcooling of 80 K
Sakurai developed two different models that over predict and under predict the trend described in
Figure 2.2.2. The model that over predicts CHF with decreasing periods during periods less than
0.002 seconds is described by (2.2.6) such that,
𝑞𝑐𝑟 = 𝑞𝑠𝑡,𝑠𝑢𝑏 (1 + 2.3 ∗ 10−2 𝜏 −0.7 )

(2.2.6)

where 𝑞𝑠𝑡,𝑠𝑢𝑏 is the Zuber correlation described in (2.1.11). The model that under predicts CHF
with decreasing periods and periods less than 0.002 seconds is described by,
𝑞𝑐𝑟 = ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚 [∆𝑇𝑖 (𝜏) + ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 ]

(2.2.7)

where ∆𝑇𝑖 is the HSN wall super heat (and is dependent on pressure [49] ) and ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 the liquid sub
cooling. ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚 is the non-boing combined heat transfer coefficient (HTC) that is a combination of
the conduction HTC for exponential heat input (ℎ𝑐 ) and the natural convection HTC (ℎ𝑛 ). ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚
is described by (2.2.8) – (2.2.12) such that,
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚 = [ℎ𝑐4 + ℎ𝑛4 ]1/4
𝜇𝑑

(2.2.8)

ℎ𝑐 =

𝑘𝜌𝑐 𝐾1 2
√ 𝑝𝑙 𝜇𝑑
𝜏 𝐾0

𝑘𝜌𝑐𝑝𝑙

≅√

2

(2.2.9)

𝜏

𝑘

ℎ𝑛 = (𝑑) ∗ 10𝑧

(2.2.10)
2

3

4

𝑧 = 0.194 + 0.141 log(𝑅𝑓 ) + 0.6 ∗ 10−2 (log 𝑅𝑓 ) − 0.1 ∗ 10−3 (log 𝑅𝑓 ) − 0.9 ∗ 10−5 (log 𝑅𝑓 )

𝐺𝑟∗𝑃𝑟 2

𝑅𝑓 = 4+9𝑃𝑟 1/2 +10𝑃𝑟
where

(2.2.11)
(2.2.12)
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𝜌𝑐𝑝𝑙

𝜇=√

𝑘𝜏

,

(2.2.13)

K0 and K1 are modified Bessel functions of the second kind of zero and first order functions, and
Pr and Gr are the Prandtl and Grashof number respectively.

Sakurai concluded his study stating that the mechanisms of CHF can be explained by the HI or
HSN model. For steady state conditions, the HI model is in good agreement with the data. The
HSN model is more applicable to fast transients, elevated pressures, and higher degrees of
subcooling [49]. Despite providing an exact explanation of how these parameters directly affect
the HSN mechanisms, Sakurai was still able to provide empirical data through visualizations of
the HSN phenomena. Regardless of the lack of explanation, Sakurai’s model is the most applicable
in the context of a RIA in a PWR because there is similarity in the thermal hydraulic environment
that is dependent on the parameters for HSN to occur.
2.3

Heater Rod Patents and Designs

In 1970, Zaloudek investigated the use of direct electrically heated rods called skin heaters to
simulate fuel pins. His analytical model determined in order for the simulated rod to be
independent of the cooling conditions the skin heater must meet three criteria. First, the thermal
diffusivity of the skin heater is identical to a nuclear fuel rod over the entire cross section. Second,
the heater rod gap resistance is identical to a nuclear fuel rod. Third, the temperature drop in the
skin heater is small enough to assume the heat is generated at the surface rather than the entire
sheath [51]. While experiments have been successfully completed using skin heaters, insulation is
needed between the test housing, the grid spacers to avoid a rod-to-rod short, and the
thermocouples measuring the surface temperatures. This is cumbersome and does not provide the
appropriate test environment for detailed investigations involving rapid transients [52].
Furthermore, the contact points at the skin heater and power source are liable to cause an over
intensity of current leading to electrolysis and rapid degradation of the skin heater [53].

Indirectly electrically heated rods are used to experimentally determining the reliability of nuclear
fuels rod under transient conditions [54]. Resistance heater rods (also referred to as cartridge
heaters) are available from a variety of vendors. However, there currently is not a heater rod that
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can provide the appropriate power densities that are 0.9525 cm (3/8”) outer diameter - the standard
size for cladding in a PWR. Commercial vendors that produce small diameter cartridge heaters
struggle to provide power densities above 15W/cm2 [11].

Peak power limits are set on reactor cores to prevent a boiling crisis (DNB) which could cause fuel
melting and ultimately cladding failure. Through experimental testing and computational models
the Westinghouse Technology Systems Manual determined that the peak power is not to exceed
0.446kW/cm (13.6kW/ft) in each fuel rod to ensure the integrity of cladding [55]. Given the 0.9525
cm outer diameter and 3.66m length, this would result in 1m cartridge heater with a power density
of 54.52W/cm2 to match the peak power seen during a boiling crisis, almost 4 times the power
density of commercially available heater rods in that size.

Cartridge heaters are typically made by winding low resistance wire around a ceramic core and
using an adhesive to prevent the coil of wire from shifting around the core. The core is then inserted
into a metal casing or sheath and sometimes back filled with magnesium oxide to aid in heat
transfer and prevent the heated wire coming in contact with the casing and causing an electric
short. In 1958 George B. Desloge patented the first cartridge heater, it contained a crushable core
that once inserted into the casing and back filled with magnesium oxide is swaged to compress the
insulating material. This swaging process increases conduction between the heater rod internals
and the outer rod surface temperature [56]. Figure 2.3.1 (adapted from figure 5 on page 1 of
reference [56]) shows the cross sectional view of the first patented cartridge heater. The ends of
the resistance wire coil (8) are directed inward towrds slots (9) that then connect to the lead wires
(7).

Figure 2.3.1: Cross Section of First Patented Cartridge Heater
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In 1967 R.L. Simmons improved on Desloge’s design by foregoing the slots used to attach the
ends of the resistance wire to the lead wires, using couplers instead. This eased construction of the
heater and increased durability [57]. Figure 2.3.2 (adapted from figure 2 on page 1 of reference
[57]) provides a cross section of Simmons’ design. It is very similar to the Desloge’s design except
for the use couplers (component A) and the types of caps used to swage to heater.

Figure 2.3.2: R.L. Simmons Cartridge Heater Design
Isamu Saku patented a method for making higher power density cartridge heaters in 1975. Because
the length of resistance wire used limits the power density; Saku was able to fit elliptical heating
coils in the cartridge heater. This increases the total length of resistance wire in a heater rod of
fixed length compared to circular coils. Furthermore, Saku improved the ease of coupling the
resistance wire to the lead wires by utilizing a single “coming and going” resistance wire coil. This
is a helically wrapped coil bent in a U-shape such that the ends of the coil are on the same level
and lead wires are attached via terminal pins at the top of the heater (see Figure 2.3.3 adapted from
figure 7 on page 2 of reference [58] ).

Figure 2.3.3: Saku Cartridge Heater
The manufacturing process developed by Saku in order to increase the power density is more
complicated than the previous designs. Saku began with a helically wrapped coil with a circular
cross section then bent the coil into a U-shape. Then, the U-shaped coil is inserted into a copper
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or stainless steel pipe with an elliptical cross section and then filled with the insulating material.
Finally, a roll press compresses the pipe back to a circular cross section, resulting in the heating
coil now having an elliptical cross section (see Figure 2.3.4 adapted from figure 1 and 2 on page
2 of reference [58] ).

Figure 2.3.4: Cartridge heater before (left) and after (right) roll press
While many patents exist pertaining to cylindrical cartridge heater design, the majority of cartridge
heater patents are because of novel methods that claim ease of manufacturing and/or reduced costs.
Saku’s design was the first patent with the goal of increasing power density. In his patent Saku
discusses that manufacturing the heating coil with an elliptical cross section is difficult and easily
damaged during production [58]. Although this design does provide higher power densities, it is
unlikely to see the consistent characteristic parabolic radial temperature distribution seen in a RIA
as it lacks symmetry in the azimuthal direction. One can intuitively see that the surface
temperatures will be higher where the heating coil is closer to the inner wall of the cartridge heater
casing.

While the patents discussed above provide insight to the general manufacturing processes for a
cartridge heater, they fail to provide methods specific to nuclear thermal hydraulics. In 1978
Chester Morgan et al. invented and patented a boron nitride insulated cartridge heater specifically
to be used as a fuel pin simulator in a thermal hydraulic test facility. The Morgan et al. design was
similar to those discussed prior such that a helically wound heating element is inserted into
cladding, backfilled with granulated insulating material then swaged. Their method used a
Nichrome V ribbon (1) that is helically wrapped around a boron nitride core (3) then is inserted
into the metal casing (2) and vertically clamped. Then boron nitride preforms (4) are dropped into
the annulus between the core and metal casing and crushed by dropping a 1 lb weight onto the
crushing tool (5) (see Figure 2.3.5 adapted from figure 1 on page 2 of reference [59]). This process
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is iterative and done in sections through the length of the heater. Once complete, the heater is
swaged by a 2.7% reduction in diameter. This was an improvement over the prior arts normal 12%
swaging. Morgan et al. found that this process produced a much more consistent product with even
axial heat flux [59].

Figure 2.3.5: Boron Nitride Insulated Cartridge Heater
All the patents discussed above require some kind of swaging process. This process requires
special tooling, provides an inconsistent result, and prevents the internal heating components from
being removable and used in a different cladding material. Furthermore, cracking can occur when
swaging zircaloy-2 and zircaloy-4 [60] (zircaloy-4 cladding is to be used in this study). Therefore,
a method for constructing a heater rod without swaging is required.
Reginald McMulloch et al. invented and patented a cartridge type heater in 1982 that didn’t require
any swaging. It was an improvement to the prior art developed by Morgan et al. McMulloch et al.
avoided the need for swaging by using a core made of magnesia or magnesia-15% boron nitride
mixture. The coefficient of thermal expansion of the magnesia and magnesia boron nitride mixture
is higher than the boron nitride crushed in the annulus between the heater ribbon and cladding
inner wall. Then during heating the core expands and further compresses the boron nitride in the
annulus aiding in thermal conductivity [61]. This design is ideal thus far as no swaging is required
but would still be difficult to remove the core and install into a different cladding material because
of the particulate matter.

Thus far, the patents discussed provide novel manufacturing methods that improve on prior arts
and claim increased performance and reliability. However, none of these patents provide the
appropriate metrics as to why these methods would work for this study. Valentin Casal published
a study in 1979 that pertained to the design of high performance heater rods used as fuel pin
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simulators. Casal produced two different heater rods with rod powers of 340 and 1000 W/cm at a
cladding surface temperature of 1200 K to investigate sodium boiling in liquid-metal fast breeder
reactors (recall the Westinghouse Technology Systems Manual determined that the peak power is
not to exceed 446W/cm for PWRs). The 1000 W/cm heater rod consists of a 90% tantalum 10%
tungsten alloy (Ta-10W) ribbon wrapped around a boron nitride core inserted into tantalum
cladding then the annulus is filled with boron nitride and swaged [62].

The heater rod developed by Casal provides excellent insight into which conductor and insulation
material combinations are ideal. Nickel-chromium is a common conductor used in cartridge
heaters as it has almost constant resistivity. However, nickel-chromium has a melting temperature
of 1600 K, too low for high performance applications. Platinum-tungsten alloys too have near
constant resistivity and high melting temperature (~2200 K) but react with boron nitride forming
platinum borides that melt at 1200 K. Ta-10W did form up to 20 μm thick metal borides over 50hour exposure at 1520 K. This was deemed acceptable because of the limited exposure time in the
study and the thermal electrical properties of Ta-10W. Furthermore, alumina or magnesium oxide
are not appropriate insulation cores as the conductor and the core should have similar coefficients
of thermal expansion or else the core will not mechanically support the conductor [62].
2.4

Fuel Rod Axial Temperature Variations

In nuclear reactors, the local heat generation is dependent on the moderator density, control rods,
and local concentration of the fissile material [5]. As coolant passes through the reactor core it
enters cool and leaves hot. Based on the axial fission rate profile and the change of coolant
temperature as it passes through the core, the axial temperature profile can be evaluated via a heat
balance on the coolant. As described by Olander and Motta, the axial power distribution in a single
heated channel can be written as [63],
𝑞 ′ (𝑧) = 𝑞𝑜′ cos (𝑧

𝜋𝑧
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 − 𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡

)

(2.4.1)

where 𝑞𝑜′ is the centerline fuel linear generation rate. Assuming there is no radial flux variation in
the fuel and at steady state the increase in energy produced in the control volume is equal to the
enthalpy of the fluid leaving, the energy balance of the control volume is,
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𝑧

𝑄𝐶𝑝 (𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 ) = ∫𝑧 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑞 ′ (𝑧) 𝑑𝑧

(2.4.2)

𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡

where 𝐶𝑝 is the bulk fluid specific heat, 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 and 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 are the bulk outlet and inlet temperatures,
and
𝑄=𝑁

𝑚̇

(2.4.3)

𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑠

such that 𝑚̇ is the mass flow rate of one fuel rod and 𝑁𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑠 is the number of fuel rods in the core.
Integrating (2.4.2) results in the bulk temperature as a function of the extrapolated neutron flux.
𝑇(𝑧) = 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 +

𝑞0′ (𝑧𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 − 𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 )
𝜋𝑄𝐶𝑝

[𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝑧

𝜋𝑧
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 − 𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡

) + 1]

(2.4.4)

(2.4.4) Can be further simplified by assuming the neutronic extrapolation height (𝐿𝑒 ) is
approximately equal to the physical height of the core (𝐿) [5]. Such that,
𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑇𝑖𝑛 +

2𝑞𝑜′ 𝐿

(2.4.5)

𝜋𝑚̇𝑐𝑝

Therefore (2.4.5) shows that the bulk temperature is highest at the top of the core. Furthermore,
the axial variation of the cladding outer surface is determined by considering the heat flux at the
cladding outer surface [5]. Such that,
𝑞′(𝑧)

′′ (𝑧)
ℎ[𝑇𝑐𝑜 (𝑧) − 𝑇𝑚 (𝑧)] = 𝑞𝑐𝑜
= 2𝜋𝑅

(2.4.6)

𝑐𝑜

where ℎ is the cladding to bulk heat transfer coefficient and 𝑅𝑐𝑜 is the outer radius of the cladding
(note that the 𝑚 subscript denotes the mean bulk fluid temperature). By combining equations
(2.4.1) and (2.4.6) then eliminating 𝑇𝑚 with (2.4.4) yields,
𝐿

𝜋𝑧

𝜋𝐿

1

𝑇𝑐𝑜 (𝑧) = 𝑇𝑖𝑛 + 𝑞𝑜′ [𝜋𝑚̇𝑒𝑐 (𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝐿 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝐿𝑒) + 2𝜋𝑅
𝑝

𝑒

𝑐𝑜 ℎ

𝜋𝑧

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐿 ]
𝑒

(2.4.7)

The location of the maximum cladding outer surface temperature can be evaluated under the
condition

𝑑𝑇𝑐𝑜
𝑑𝑧

𝑧𝑐 =

= 0 which yields,

𝐿𝑒
𝜋

2𝜋𝑅𝑐𝑜 𝐿𝑒 ℎ

tan−1 (

𝜋𝑚̇𝑐𝑝

)

(2.4.8)

Because all the values inside the arc-tangent are positive, then the maximum cladding outer surface
temperature occurs where 0 < 𝑧𝑐 < 𝐿/2.
Figure 2.4.1 (adapted from figure 13-4 on pg 587 of [5]) plots equations (2.4.1), (2.4.4), and (2.4.7)
and provides insight to what the axial temperature distributions will be when TRTL is operating
at steady state and locations where data should be acquired. Because (2.4.8) provides the location
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the where maximum cladding outer surface temperature occurs – it is likely this will be the first
place CHF occurs.

Figure 2.4.1: Axial temperature distribution
2.5

Thermocouple Data Acquisition Methodology

A common method of collecting cladding surface temperature is spot welding thermocouples to
the cladding, a method used by RIA experiments collected from the Japanese Nuclear Safety
Research Reactor (NSRR). While these studies relate cladding surface temperature to CHF and
ultimately, cladding failure, they fail to report on the axial temperature distribution. Furthermore,
the RIA tests performed on the NSRR stated that the effects of thermocouple welding are not
negligible and may lead to earlier cladding failure and lower energy deposition levels at failure
based on cracking at the thermocouple attachment site [64].

In another study performed by Bessiron used two K-type 0.025mm diameter sheathed
thermocouples welded to the inside of the top end of joule heated cladding taking measurements
at 1 kHz frequency. The outer cladding surface temperature could be calculated through smoothing
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and inverse conduction calculations. This resulted in a ± 30K outer clad surface temperature
uncertainty due to the thermocouple response time, data smoothing and inverse conduction
calculations [65]. Gorton et al. performed a similar study and had better results with temperature
uncertainty than Bessiron by using K-type 0.05mm diameter unsheathed, ungrounded
thermocouples using a 50 kHz response rate attached to the outer cladding surface. Using this
method and assuming that thermal lag and the fin effect are negligible, Gorton et al. had a
temperature uncertainty of a ± 0.1K [66].

Tsuruta and Fujishiro performed a study on the effect of thermocouples causing fin cooling on
cladding surface temperature measurements during film boiling. They found temperature drops at
local measurement points depend on cladding temperature, coolant flow conditions, vapor film
thickness, and thermocouple diameter. Larger diameter thermocouples yielded higher temperature
drops. Using Type S thermocouples they concluded that under stagnant coolant and cladding
temperatures greater than 1000 °C a 0.2 and 0.3 mm diameter thermocouple would cause
temperature drops of 120 and 150 °C respectively [67]. Because the thermocouples used in this
experiment are an order of magnitude larger in diameter than the experiments performed by
Bessiron and Gorton et al., using thermocouples with the smallest diameter leads to the lowest
uncertainty. Furthermore, the method used by Gorton et al. by attaching the thermocouples directly
to the outside of the cladding surface prevents the need for reverse conduction calculations
performed by Bessiron due to attaching the thermocouple to the inner surface. Therefore, the
methods and assumptions used by Gorton et al. for measuring cladding outer surface temperatures
will be used in this study.

Lee et al. attempted to quantify the transient CHF uncertainty based on the axial location of
thermocouples on their test section. Their test section consisted of a 5 cm joule heated section of
cladding with 5 thermocouples attached 5 mm apart from the top end to the center of the test
section. They found less than 3.3% difference amongst the attained CHF values at each
thermocouple location [68]. While this experiment didn’t explicitly comment on the axial
temperature distribution of the cladding, it indicates there may be a small difference in the axial
temperature distribution of the cladding outer surface temperature. However, Liu et al. carried out
a simulation in RELAP5-3D to assess the sensitivity of the boiling heat transfer coefficient and
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CHF on cladding temperatures and found more nuanced results than discussed above. They found
that under certain pressures and mass fluxes the thermodynamic quality of the coolant increases
along the flow direction as the coolant heats up and thus CHF value decreases along the height of
the cladding [69]. This indicates that the axial cladding surface temperature distribution may be
higher at the top of test section than the bottom – this is indicative of (2.4.8).

2.6

Summary

After reviewing the literature pertinent to the boiling phenomena seen in a RIA, it is apparent that
there is still a lack of knowledge about the trigger mechanisms associated with rapid transient
boiling. Despite it being a steady state model, the HI model developed by Zuber in 1959 provides
a sufficient phenomenological explanation of the physics that occur at CHF. Furthermore, the HSN
correlations developed by Sakurai lack a mechanistic approach yet are most applicable to the
thermal hydraulic state of a RIA in a PWR. Finally, Table 2.6.1provides a summary of the design
methods of heater rods that provide insight to the design of the heater rods in this study.
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Table 2.6.1 Summary of Heater Rod Designs

Reference

Resistive
Material

Resistive

Insulation

Material

Material

Resistive

Coefficient

Material

of

Geometry

Thermal

Simmons

Saku

Morgan et
al.

N/A

Nickel chromium

N/A

Nichrome V

wrapped

Material

[℃−𝟏]

[℃−𝟏]

N/A

magnesium

Helically

Granular
14x10-6

magnesium

wire

oxide

Helically

Powdered
N/A

magnesium

wire

oxide

Helically

Powered

wrapped

Swaging
Required

Granular

oxide

wrapped

Thermal
Expansion

wire

wrapped

of

Expansion

Helically
Desloge

Coefficient
Insulation

14 x 10-6

ribbon

boron

12 x 10-6

Yes

12 x 10-6

Yes

12 x 10-6

Yes

11.1 x 10-6

Yes

22 x 10-6

No

11.1 x 10-6

Yes

nitride
Cold

McMulloch
et al.

Helically
Kanthal A-1

wrapped

pressed
14 x 10-6

ribbon

magnesia15% boron
nitride

Helically
Casal

Ta-10W

wrapped
ribbon

Solid
3.7 x 10-6

boron
nitride
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3.1

DISCUSSION OF INFRASTRUCTURE
Benchtop Set-Up

Small scale prototypes are tested in the bench top set up in Figure 3.1.1. The heater rod is powered
by a BK Precision XLN 10014 DC power supply with a maximum output of 14.4A and a response
time of about 50ms. The power supply sends a square wave to the heater rod leads where the outer
temperature is measured with an infrared (IR) FLIR A700 camera. The IR camera measures a
region of interest across the axial length of the heater rod. In order to accurately calculate the power
input, the multimeter measures the exact output voltage to the heater rod as there is a ~9% voltage
drop from the power supply.

External temperatures are measured at three points the heater rod using Omega Type-K
thermocouples where the voltage signals are sent to the Thermocouple Data Acquisition System
(TC DAS) and converted to temperature. The power supply, IR camera, and thermocouples are all
controlled by a LabView visual interface (VI) that collects data from each device that is then post
processed in MATLAB.

Figure 3.1.1: Benchtop set up
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Figure 3.1.2: Heater Rod in test stand (not painted)
3.2

Transient Reactor Test Loop

The Transient Reactor Test Loop (TRTL) (see in Figure 3.2.1) is designed with the capability and
functionality of the TREAT facility at INL except for secondary radiation induced effects of water
ionization and gamma heating. The pump and a series of pre-heaters provide the conditions that a
single (up to) one meter long fuel rod in a PWR experiences during steady state operations. Full
scale heater rods are inserted into the test section and instrumented with multiple thermocouples
and pressure transducers throughout the length of the heater rod. The instrumentation should be
able to pinpoint the exact time and location that CHF is reached.

The power supply that provides the electrical impulse to simulate a RIA is a NHR 9200-4912 that
can source 24kW of DC power at 120V/600A with slew rates from 0.033 V/s to 240 V/ms. Given
the heater rod acts as a purely resistive load the maximum slew rates are capable of being reached
in its current configuration which should provide the appropriate power densities required.
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Figure 3.2.1: Transient Reactor Test Loop
4

MODEL & METHODOLOGY

The objectives in section 1.3 are aimed to be completed through the following methods. First,
completing a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation of a single one meter long fuel rod
under RIA conditions at a LHGR of 44.6 kW/m in the thermohydraulic environment of the TRTL.
This provides the figures of merit on which the prototype is designed and tested. This simulation
was completed in tandem with physical prototyping as results from the simulation influenced the
design. Once the final prototype was selected – It was simulated under its testing conditions in
order to obtain the radial temperature profile of the heater rod at steady state. The radial
temperature profile cannot be measured experimentally due not being able to fit thermocouples on
the heater rod without changing its heat transfer characteristics. Finally, all simulations use 302
stainless steel as the cladding material and are compared to the stainless steel cladding heater rod.
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The figures of merit selected aim to quantify the performance of the heater in the context of it
being used as nuclear fuel rod simulator. Average cladding surface temperature of the fuel rod
simulation provides target temperatures the heater rod design should reach. The axial temperature
distributions and radial temperature profiles provide insight to what locations is heat being
transferred more or less effectively. Finally, the transient period gives a measure of how long it
takes for the cladding to reach a steady state condition.

It is important to note that during a RIA power increases exponentially. However, in the
simulations and testing power is applied as a square wave. This enables an acceptable condition
for comparing the simulated results because the rate at which energy is input is consistent across
all experimental and simulated platforms.

Figure 4.1 provides a visual depiction of the general methods used to complete a CFD simulation.
The items in blue rectangles all represent the “pre-processing” stage where the simulation is set up
by modeling, meshing, selecting physics and setting initial and boundary conditions of the model.
The red rectangles are the results of the solving and “post-processing” stage where the model runs
and provide the outcomes of the simulation.
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Figure 4.1 General CFD Methodology

Once all the data collection is complete, the figures of merit of the fuel rod simulation, final heater
rod prototype testing, and the simulation of the prototype are compared. These comparisons are
how the heater rod is characterized and how well it could function as a potential mechanism to
further test cladding materials under RIA conditions.
4.1

Fuel Rod in the TRTL CFD Simulation

In order to effectively design a heater rod capable of satisfying the objectives; the fuel rod
simulation is an attempt to provide a suitable temperature range that influences the design and
testing of the heater rod prototypes. Furthermore, the simulation serves to provide the following
figures of merit: cladding surface temperature, transient period, axial temperature distribution and
radial temperature profile to be compared in the results section. The following subsections provide
the details of how this simulation was conducted.
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4.1.1 Fuel Rod in TRTL CAD Development
The 3-D CAD model was developed in NX where each part (fuel, helium (He) gap, cladding, and
coolant) was modeled individually then made into an assembly. The assembly was made as a
quarter slice rather than annularly due to symmetry along the long axis (see Figure 4.1.1). The
quarter slice enables the CFD model to run more efficiently as it can be converted to a 2-D axis
symmetric mesh where z-x and x-y symmetry planes are rotated 90° about the x axis. This is
assuming the resulting phenomena is azimuthally symmetric about the x-axis.

The fuel, He gap, and cladding dimensions used are from [5] except the length dimension is 1
meter long as this is the length dimension the TRTL test section. Furthermore, the coolant
dimensions are based on the pipe diameter of the TRTL test section. These dimensions can be seen
in Table 4.1.1 relative to the colors in Figure 4.1.1.

Figure 4.1.1: Fuel Rod CAD
Table 4.1.1: Fuel Rod in TRTL Dimensions
Component

Inner Diameter (mm)

Outer Diameter (mm)

Color

Fuel

NA

8.192

Red

Helium gap

8.192

8.356

Green

Cladding

8.356

9.5

Gray

Coolant

9.5

53.975

Light blue
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4.1.2 Fuel Rod in TRTL Mesh Development
Because the parts in the CAD model are concentric and annular, the model was converted to a 2D axisymmetric mesh where the axis of symmetry is along the length of the fuel’s geometric
center. This allowed for the number of cells to greatly be reduced and in return reduced computing
time. The three options for the mesh shape are triangular, quadrilateral, and polygonal. The
triangular mesh is the fastest but produces poor results compared to the other mesh shapes given
the same number of cells. The polygonal mesh is the most accurate because it has the most nodes,
but if the starting surface triangulation is not completed correctly then the mesh quality will
decrease [70]. For these reasons, a quadrilateral mesh was selected.
Figure 4.1.2 is an annotated screenshot of a section of the medium mesh – because the length is
much greater than the radius in this model, only a section of the length is displayed. Figure 4.1.2
is meant to provide insight to the mesh shape and quality while the final results are scaled 20 times
in the y direction in order to see the entire length of the assembly.

Figure 4.1.2: Axisymmetric Quadrilateral Mesh

The finer the mesh, the more accurate results, however, increased mesh resolution also results in
increased computation time with grid independence. In order to know that the appropriate number
of mesh cells are selected and further mesh refinement would only increase computational time
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and not result accuracy – a mesh refinement process was followed. The Grid Convergence Index
(GCI) method provided by ASME V&V 20- 2009 is the standard for verification and validation in
CFD and heat transfer and was followed in for the simulations in this study to confirm grid
independence. The GCI method is summarized in the following steps:


Step 1: Define a representative mesh size, h.
1

o ℎ = √ 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(∆𝐴𝑖 )

(4.1.1)

where N is the total number of cells and ∆𝐴𝑖 is the area of the ith cell.


Step 2: Select three spatial resolutions where refinement factor, r, is greater than or equal
to 1.3.
o 𝑟=

ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒
ℎ𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒

≥ 1.3

(4.1.2)

The three mesh sizes used that attempt to satisfy (4.1.2) are ℎ1 = 0.21 𝑚𝑚, ℎ2 =
0.25 𝑚𝑚 and ℎ3 = 0.41𝑚𝑚.


Step 3: Calculate the apparent order, p, such that,
o 𝑝=

𝜀
|ln(| 32 |)+𝑞(𝑝)|
𝜀21

ln(𝑟21 )

(4.1.3)

where,
𝑝

𝑟 −𝑠

o 𝑞(𝑝) = ln (𝑟21
)
𝑝
−𝑠

(4.1.4)
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and
𝜀

o 𝑠 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 (𝜀32 )
21

(4.1.5)

Here, ℎ1 < ℎ2 < ℎ3 therefore,
ℎ

o 𝑟21 = ℎ2
1

(4.1.6)

ℎ

o 𝑟32 = ℎ3
2

and
o 𝜀21 = 𝜑2 − 𝜑1

(4.1.7)

o 𝜀32 = 𝜑3 − 𝜑2
Where 𝜑𝑘 is the solution of the kth grid. If r is a constant value (as it is in this study), then
𝑞(𝑝) = 0 [71].


Step 4: Calculate the extrapolated values, 𝜑𝑒𝑥𝑡 , where,
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𝑝

𝑟21 𝜑1 −𝜑2

21
o 𝜑𝑒𝑥𝑡
=

𝑝

𝑟21 −1

(4.1.8)

and
𝑝

𝑟32 𝜑2 −𝜑3
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o 𝜑𝑒𝑥𝑡
=



𝑝

𝑟32 −1

(4.1.9)

Step 5: Calculate the GCI from the approximate relative error, where
𝜑1 −𝜑2

o 𝑒𝑎21 = |

𝜑1

|

(4.1.10)
and
21
o 𝐺𝐶𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒
=

𝐹𝑠 ∗𝑒𝑎21
𝑝

𝑟21 −1

(4.1.11)

For (4.1.11) Fs is a factor of safety equal to 1.25 based on the recommendations from ASME V&V
20-2009 [71].

Grid independence is not just a function of the representative mesh size, but also the time step in
transient models like this fuel rod simulation. After all the representative mesh sizes were selected,
a time step was calculated for each respective mesh such that the Courant number remained
constant across the meshes to maintain temporal accuracy of the solution. The Courant number is
a non-dimensional number used in CFD to evaluate time step requirements in transient simulations
and is defined by,
𝐶=

𝑈∆𝑡
ℎ

(4.1.12)

Where U is the flow velocity and Δt is the representative time step. In Star-CCM+ the default
Courant number is 50, generally speaking, the higher the Courant number, produces faster
convergence but also decreases stability. Difficult CFD problems like hypersonic, or combustion
may require a courant number less than 0.1 while laminar and turbulent flow simulations can be
greater than 1000 [70]. Table 4.1.2 displays the Courant number and its parameters for the three
meshes in this portion of the study. This simulation was already relatively computationally
efficient as the 2-D axis symmetric meshing greatly reduced the number of cells (versus 3-D), thus
a more conservative Courant number could be used because computation time was not a concern
for these simulations.
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Table 4.1.2: Fuel Rod in TRTL mesh Courant Number

Mesh

Representative
Size (m)

U (m/s)

Time Step (s)

Courant
Number

Coarse

4.09150084E-4

4.0

0.001846

18.05

Medium

2.50816278E-4

4.0

0.001132

18.05

Fine

2.21621003E-4

4.0

0.0010

18.05
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4.1.3 Fuel Rod in TRTL Physics Models & Equation Solver Selection
Table 4.1.3 provides an overview of what physics models were selected for the simulation. Due to
the transient period as a figure of merit – the simulation considered a transient analysis in order to
solve the time-accurate problems. Time is modeled in the implicit unsteady temporal dimension.
The other transient time model offered by Star-CCM+ is “explicit unsteady” but this is more
appropriate for time scales on the order of acoustic processes (for example, shock waves) [70].

Table 4.1.3: Fuel Rod in TRTL Physics Models
Part(s)

Fuel
Cladding

Helium Gap

Coolant

Model

Selection

Space

Axisymmetric

Time

Implicit Unsteady

Material

Solid

Energy

Segregated Solid Energy

Equation of State

Constant Density

Space

Axisymmetric

Time

Implicit Unsteady

Material

Gas

Equation of State

Ideal gas

Flow

Segregated Flow

Energy

Segregated Fluid Temperature

Viscous Regime

Laminar

Space

Axisymmetric

Time

Implicit Unsteady

Material

Eulerian Multiphase

Eulerian
Multiphase
Viscous Regime
Optional

Multiphase Segregated Flow
Turbulent
Phase Coupled Fluid Energy
Gravity
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A segregated approach was taken for solving the energy equation for the solids, and energy and
flow equations for the fluids. The segregated approach enables the conservation equations to be
solved for each distinct phase. For the solids and helium gap, the segregated approach is
appropriate as there is no change of phase, and for the coolant, the liquid and vapor are in different
phases.

4.1.4 Fuel Rod in TRTL Initial and Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions include uniform volumetric heat generation in the fuel and adiabatic
conditions on the coolant outer diameter – the test section of TRTL is surrounded with heaters to
meet the latter condition. Heat is transferred via the water coolant flowing annularly over the heater
rod vertically at an inlet velocity of 4 m/s, pressure of 15.5 MPa, and inlet temperature of 551.55K.
The remaining components all have an initial temperature of 300K. Uranium 235 is the simulated
fuel and is conditioned to reach a steady state condition with volumetric heat generation of 8.46
MW/m3 which is equivalent to a LHGR of 44.6 kW/m in a one meter long fuel rod.

The conditioning process involved running the simulation under normal LWR operating
parameters from time zero till it the cladding surface temperature reached steady state where the
volumetric heat generation on the fuel was 3.0 MW/m3 (LHGR = 15.8 kW/m) until the cladding
surface temperature reached a steady state condition. Then, the fuels volumetric heat generation
was increased to 8.46 MW/m3 (LHGR = 44.6

kW/m) and then stopped once the cladding

temperature reached steady state.
4.2

Heater Rod Prototyping Methodology

4.2.1 First Prototype
The initial prototype was constructed by Harris Thermal Transfer Products. The heater rod
consisted of low resistance 16 gauge Kanthal wire that is insulated with alumina ceramic sleeves
and a thermal wrap. Once this internal assembly (see Figure 4.2.1) is completed, it is then inserted
into a seamless stainless steel tube that acts as the cladding. While this prototype provided
sufficient electrical insulation (0.1MΩ – 0.7MΩ (@ 500V), the thermal wrap would often fray
upon insertion into the cladding (see Figure 4.2.2). The fraying of the thermal wrap is what caused
the range of insulation resistance during tests.
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Figure 4.2.1: Ceramic sleeves and thermal wrap
Furthermore, this prototype was rather cumbersome to manufacture and lacked durability. The
ceramic sleeves are quite brittle and would often chip and break when inserting the heater internals
into the cladding. These factors led to a different approach for the second prototype.

Figure 4.2.2: Insertion of heater internals into cladding
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4.2.2 Second Prototype
The next embodiment aimed to remove the thermal wrap and reduce manufacturing time. 3-D
printed polylactic acid (PLA) pucks were used to keep the lead wires in place and 2” ceramic tubes
to insulate the wires. Figure 4.2.3 shows a segment of the internals – this pattern is repeated the
entire length of the heater rod. Next, the entire internal assembly is back filled with a ceramic
compound and inserted into the cladding. Once the compound dries, the lead wires are attached to
a variable transformer and the PLA pucks get burned off at temperature of 450+°F.

PLA puck

Figure 4.2.3: PLA and ceramic segment
This resulted in a heater rod with much higher insulation resistance of 12.1MΩ @ 500V. While
the second generation prototype was faster and easier to produce it lacked the ease of removing
the internals because the ceramic compound would disintegrate. A revised second generation
prototype was made in a similar fashion but the viscosity of the ceramic compound was increased
in order to better back fill the internals. Furthermore, instead of using a variable transformer to
burn off the PLA, the entire heater rod was baked at 600°F for 4 hours. This resulted in a heater
rod with insulation resistance of 9.1MΩ – 12.3MΩ @ 500V. Despite the revisions made, this
prototype (Figure 4.2.4) still had the same issues with the ceramic compound disintegrating upon
removal from the cladding.

Figure 4.2.4: Revised second generation prototype

4.2.3 Third Prototype
The third prototype (Figure 4.2.5) provides a more robust design with better heat transfer
characteristics. The 2” ceramic tubes were replaced with sapphire tubes of the same dimensions
and the PLA pucks were replaced with 99.5% purity alumina. The sapphire tubes are
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semitransparent to infrared radiation which significantly increases the radiative heat transfer over
the opaque ceramics. Furthermore, the sapphire has a higher thermal conductivity and lower
specific heat capacity than the alumina providing increased conductive heat transfer and faster
response time. Replacing the PLA pucks with alumina pucks removes the need to backfill the
heater rod internals with the ceramic compound. This provides faster construction and more
consistent heater rods and makes replacing different cladding materials much easier over previous
designs.

Figure 4.2.5: Third generation prototype internal assembly

4.3

Final Prototype Testing and Data Acquisition

The final heater rod prototype was tested inside three different cladding materials (stainless steel,
inconel, and titanium) in the set up seen in Figure 3.1.1 however, obtaining accurate IR data was
difficult without painting the cladding. The IR data was validated by welding 3 thermocouples to
the stainless steel cladding and comparing the IR data at the respective thermocouple locations.
The specific alloys and their thermal conductivity properties can be found in Table 4.3.1
Table 4.3.1: Material Thermal Conductivity
Material

Alloy

Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)

Reference

Stainless steel

302

15.1

[72]

Inconel

Inconel 600

15

[73]

Titanium

Grade 2

17

[74]
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4.3.1 Viewing Angle Correction
Measuring IR data on curved surface can result in inaccuracies if the region of interest (ROI) is
outside the viewing angle. When the viewing angle, Ɵ, is greater than 60° the data is no longer
considered accurate [75]. Figure 4.3.1 provides a (not to scale top-down) view of what data was
selected and processed. The ROI is 9.525 mm and is 12 pixels wide resulting in each pixel being
~1.26 mm wide. The length of the red lines are ~0.64mm, less than a single pixel wide. Therefore,
one pixel from each side of the cladding was removed because a part of a pixel cannot be removed.

Figure 4.3.1: Viewing Angle of Curved Surface
4.3.2 Thermocouple and IR Verification
Initially, when the cladding was bare, the thermocouple (TC) temperature data would not match
the IR data regardless of the IR camera emissivity settings. Figure 4.3.2 displays the discrepancy
of the IR data compared with the TC data when the camera emissivity settings were set to 0.28,
the emissivity of stainless steel. Even at room temperature when the heater rod was not energized,
the IR data proved to be inaccurate – and at elevated temperatures, the difference in data becomes
greater. Upon further review, the FLIR A700 lacked the capability to accurately measure object’s
temperature with an emissivity less than 0.5 [76].
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Figure 4.3.2: IR Discrepancy
In order to obtain accurate IR data, the emissivity had to be known and greater than 0.5. Because
of this, all the cladding materials were painted with high temperature flat black paint with an
emissivity of 0.98 [77]. The camera settings were then changed to match the emissivity of the
paint. Figure 4.3.3 shows the effect of paint and now the IR data can be validated.
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Figure 4.3.3: Validated IR Data
Once the IR data was validated the steady state temperature distributions could be collected on the
cladding materials. It is important to note that the thermocouples were not attached when collecting
data presented in the results section – this portion of the study was to validate the IR data. The
thermocouples cause localized cooling at their attachment points due to the fin effect. This reduces
the average cladding temperature and removes azimuthal symmetry from the heater rod.
Furthermore, the simulation of the final prototype in the benchtop testing conditions does not
consider the thermocouples – and in order to compare the simulated results to the experimental
data, the two must be as similar as possible.

4.3.3 Thermocouple and IR Uncertainty Analysis
The instruments used to collect physical data are the thermocouples that were welded to the
cladding for verification, NI Module 9213 to convert the voltage signal from the thermocouples to
temperature, and the FLIR A700 IR camera. The uncertainty from the thermocouples can
compound as they are connected to NI module – therefore the root mean square of each component
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was taken. The uncertainty from here can be further compounded into the heater rod simulation as
it’s the data from the thermocouples that verify the IR camera is reading correctly then the
temperatures measured by the IR camera are used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient. A
summary of the instrument uncertainty analysis can in Table 4.3.2.

Table 4.3.2: Instrument Uncertainty Analysis
Instrument

Instrument Uncertainty
Individual

K Type
Thermocouple

Reference Value

Total Uncertainty

NI Module 9213
High Resolution Mode -

K type, High res

K Type

mode @ 290°C

± 5.8°C

± 5.801°C

< 0.02°C
Observed
FLIR A700

± 5.8°C

±2°C or ±2%

Temperature @

± 5.8°C

290°C

4.4

Final Prototype Testing Conditions CFD Simulation

The final prototype testing conditions simulation aims to provide the radial temperature profile as
this cannot be measured experimentally because there is no space to fit with thermocouples in the
heater rod internally. The axial temperature distribution collected by the IR camera is used to
validate the simulated results.
4.4.1 Final Prototype Testing Conditions Simulation CAD Development
The 3-D CAD model was developed in NX where each part (kanthal, alumina, sapphire, and
cladding) was modeled individually then made into an assembly. The assembly is then converted
into a step file and imported into Star-CCM+. There are two slight variances between the CAD
model and the built physical prototypes. First, the bottom of the kanthal leads in the in the physical
prototype are curved while they are flat in the CAD model (see Figure 4.4.1) This is because StarCCM+ was not able to correctly identify the curved kanthal surfaces and resulted in ~ 0.86%
difference in kanthal volume, a negligible difference. Second, everything is modeled
concentrically. All components have tolerances and were modeled to their nominal diameters
which are intended to be concentric – a section view can be seen in Figure 4.4.2.
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Figure 4.4.1: As built (left) CAD model (right)
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Figure 4.4.2: Section view of heater CAD rod assembly
4.4.2 Final Prototype Testing Conditions Simulation Mesh Development
The final prototype design utilizes a 3-D mesh because it is only azimuthally symmetric and thus
cannot be simplified into 2-D. Star-CCM+ offers 4 different types of core volume meshing:
tetrahedral, polyhedral, trimmed, and thin and optional prism layer mesh. Tetrahedral and trimmed
meshes are some of the most computationally efficient for both simple and complex geometries.
However, tetrahedral cells can lessen accuracy if the triangular shape surface mesh does not
completely seal the simulating domain. Furthermore, trimmed meshes have reduced accuracy
because of a limited number surfaces generated on each cell [70].

Polyhedral meshes provide efficient and balanced solutions for complex mesh generation
problems. This mesh utilizes arbitrary polyhedral cell shape that typically have an average of 14
faces per cell; more than other core mesh type and was selected for this reason. Prior to generating
the volume mesh, an imprint operation was performed. This operations enables the resulting mesh
to be conformal at the interfaces between regions and a more accurate solution. The thin mesh aids
in convergences of simulations involving conjugate heat transfer in thin geometries. It was
embedded into the polyhedral mesh for the air in the simulation because the thickness of the air
measures 6.35x10-2 mm at the thinnest point. Finally, the air mesh also enabled the optional prism
layer mesh with the cell density near a boundary – this improves the accuracy of the flow solution
[70]. Figure 4.4.3 provides a section view of the fine mesh and displays the relatively thin size of
the air mesh.
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Figure 4.4.3: Section view of fine heater rod mesh
This simulation also followed a mesh refinement process and calculated the GCI similar to the
processes described in section 4.1.2, (4.1.1) - (4.1.11). However, since this simulation is 3-D.
(4.1.1) is now described by a representative mesh size, h,
1

1/3

ℎ = [ 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(∆𝑉𝑖 )]

(4.4.1)

where N is the total number of cells and ∆𝑉𝑖 is the volume of the ith cell. It’s important to note that
this simulation is in the steady time domain and the Courant number does not present itself in
steady state problems. Convergence of steady state simulations do depend on under-relaxation
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factors of the velocity and pressure solvers. These parameters were left as the default conservative
values in Star-CCM+ of 0.7 and 0.3 for the velocity and pressure solvers conservatively.
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4.4.3 Final Prototype Testing Conditions Physics Models & Equation Solver Selection
An overview for this simulation can be seen in Table 4.4.1. This simulation was modeled in the
steady temporal domain because the steady state results provide the radial temperature profile
figure of merit. Both radial temperature profiles from the fuel rod in TRTL and final prototype
testing conditions are to be compared at steady state. This simulation also followed the segregated
approach because there is no phase change in any of the parts.

Table 4.4.1: Final Prototype Testing Conditions Simulation Physics models
Part(s)

Kanthal

Model

Selection

Space

Three Dimensional

Time

Steady

Alumina Material

Solid

Cladding Energy

Segregated Solid Energy

Sapphire Equation of
State
Space

Three Dimensional

Time

Steady

Material

Gas

Energy
Air

Constant Density

Equation of
State
Viscous
Regime
Optional

Segregated Fluid
Temperature
Ideal Gas

Laminar
Gravity

The optional gravity model was applied to ensure natural convection is considered as the heater
rod is oriented vertically and air is free to move within the heater rod. Air was modeled as an ideal
gas as the density is a function of temperature and pressure. The viscous regime of the air is
modelled as laminar as there is no forced convection to induce turbulence and the air gap is
assumed to be quiescent initially.
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4.4.4 Final Prototype Testing Conditions Simulation Initial and Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions include 47 MW/m3 uniform volumetric heat generation in the kanthal
(which is equivalent to 74.9W input to the kanthal leads) and room temperature environmental
effects (convention and radiation) on the cladding outer diameter and bottom of the heater rod.
The top of the heater rod is assumed to be adiabatic due to the insulating tape seen in Figure 3.1.2.
Painting the heater rod allowed the emissivity to be known based on the paint’s manufacturer
specifications. The heat transfer coefficient could be calculated analytically via steady state energy
balance seen below.
4 )
𝑄 = 𝜀𝜎𝐴(𝑇𝑠4 − 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟
+ ℎ𝐴(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟 )

(4.4.2)

Table 4.4.2: Known Analytical Variables
Variable

Value

Q

74.9 W

ε

0.98

σ

5.67𝑥10−8

𝑊
𝑚2 𝐾 4

A

6.128𝑥10−3 𝑚2

Ts

576.69 K

Tsur

287.55 K

(4.4.2) is the steady state analytical solution and inputting the known values from Table 4.4.2 and
𝑊

solving for the heat transfer coefficient, ℎ = 22.33 𝑚2 𝐾. The cladding surface temperature, Ts is
the average temperature of the cladding in space and time. The spatial average is the average of all
the pixel temperature values within the 60̊ viewing angle and those values are averaged in time
once the heater rod reaches steady state.
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5.1

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Fuel Rod in TRTL Simulation Results

5.1.1 Fuel Rod Mesh Refinement Study
Conducting a grid independence study to quantify error in resulting mesh refinement is required
to ensure the mesh size is going to produce consistent results and not increase computational costs.
While a coarse mesh can produce the results at the lowest computational results, the accuracy of
those results are questionable due to factors in the mesh quality and shape. It is important to asses
mesh diagnostics as refining the mesh to ensure the mesh quality is appropriate and not so small
that the simulation does not solve. Table 5.1.1 provides a summary of the mesh diagnostics for the
three meshes in this simulation.

Table 5.1.1: Mesh Quality Statistics for Fuel Rod in TRTL Simulation
Statistic

Range

Coarse (h3)

Medium(h2)

Fine(h1)

80606

214497

274733

0.90≤ 0.95

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.95≤1.0

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

0.01≤0.10

0.01%

0.144%

0.041%

0.10≤1.0

99.991%

99.856%

99.959%

Number of Cells
Face Validity

Volume Change

The face validity is an area-weighted metric that measures the correctness of the face normal
relative to the centroid of its cell. A face validity of 1.0 means that all faces in a cell are correctly
normal to its centroid. The volume change describes the ratio of a cell value relative to its largest
neighbor. A volume change of 1 indicate that the cell has a volume to equal to or higher than its
neighbors cells – cells with a volume change less than 0.01 can cause inaccuracies and instability
in the simulations solvers. For all three meshes, 100% of the cells have a face validity between
0.95 – 1.0 and over 99% of cells have an appropriate volume change indicating that the meshes of
appropriate quality.
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The summary of mesh diagnostics above do not provide enough of a conclusion to the accuracy
of the simulation – the mesh qualities are appropriate but do not conclude whether the number of
cells is actually appropriate. Following the methods described in section 4.1.2, the scalar values of
interest (φ) selected to base the GCI are the fuel outer radius temperature and the average cladding
surface temperature. These variables were deemed most appropriate as they are most effected by
boundary conditions of volumetric heat generation in the simulated fuel and conjugate heat transfer
through the cladding.

The mesh refinement study completed for the Fuel Rod in TRTL simulation (see Table 5.1.2 and
Table 5.1.3) resulted in a low percentage grid convergence index indicating that increasing the
number of cells in the mesh would result in longer computational costs and an asymptotically more
accurate solution.

Table 5.1.2: Fuel Rod in TRTL GCI Results
Fuel Outer Radius Temp
Mesh

N

1

274733

2

214497

3

80606

Area (mm2)

13493.75

h (mm)

r

φ (°C)

ε

0.221621003

-

1399.63

-

0.250816278

1.131735

1425.42

25.79

0.409150084

1.631274

1575.25

149.83

P

GCI (%)
-

14.218

0.4789
0.0125

Table 5.1.3: Fuel Rod in TRTL GCI Results
Average Cladding Surface Temperature
Mesh

N

1

274733

2

214497

3

80606

Area (mm2)

13493.75

h (mm)

r

φ (°C)

ε

0.221621003

-

389.792

-

0.250816278

1.131735

393.103

3.3107

0.409150084

1.631274

438.002

44.890

P

GCI (%)
-

21.0684

0.0845
4.7539E-04
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5.1.2 Figures of merit from Fuel Rod in TRTL Simulation
Figure 5.1.1 is the resultant plot from following the conditioning method as described in section
4.1.4. At time zero, a normal PWR LHGR (158W/cm) was applied to the fuel and a probe at the
axial center of the cladding surface was monitored. Once the cladding temperature began to level
out at 11.68 seconds, the LHGR increased to 446 W/cm (recall that the Westinghouse Technology
Systems Manual determined that the peak power is not to exceed 446W/cm in each fuel rod to
ensure the integrity of cladding [55].) and was monitored once there was no longer a change in
temperature.

Figure 5.1.1: Fuel Rod Cladding Surface Temperature vs Time
It is evident from Figure 5.1.1 that the transient period (~33 seconds) is an order of magnitude
greater than those seen in RIA experiments completed by Fujishiro et al. and Fuketa et al. While
the exact explanation for this is outside the scope of this study, it is potentially due to the fact that
the RIA studies completed by Fujishiro et al. and Fuketa et al. were completed in stagnant water.
Despite the simulated transient period not being on the same order of magnitude observed in RIA
experiments the simulation still provides insight to the target cladding surface temperature.

Figure 5.1.2 is the axial temperature profile of the heater at 80 seconds of the simulation. The xaxis represents the bottom of the heater rod and is the flow inlet. It was expected that the peak
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cladding surface temperature would be near the top of the fuel rod due to the coolant gaining
enthalpy as it flows around the heater rod similar to that seen in TCO curve Figure 2.4.1. It is
important to note that the sharp spikes are due to vapor film boiling. This vapor film boiling is
evident in Figure 5.1.3 as there is a vapor blanket almost across the entire cladding surface (please
note that Figure 5.1.3 has been scaled 20 times in the y direction to view the entire length of the
heater rod). The initial increase in cladding temperature is due to the coolant boiling within the
first 15mm of the cladding and a reduction in heat flux. Then from about 15 mm to ~ 420mm the
cladding surface temperature follows a minor parabolic trend then begins to decrease.

Figure 5.1.3 explains the initial increase in cladding temperature however, it is clear that the
volume fraction of liquid decreases moving across the heater rod. This contradicts the decrease in
temperature past 420mm because the increased thermodynamic quality is expected to increase
cladding temperature as the coolant heat transfer coefficient decreases with increased vapor.

Figure 5.1.2: Steady State Axial Temperature Distributions
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Figure 5.1.3: Fuel, Gap, and Cladding Temperature and Coolant Volume Fraction of Liquid
Figure 5.1.4 and Figure 5.1.5 attempt to explain the phenomena causing the cladding temperature
to decrease past 420mm. The coolant velocity vector field in Figure 5.1.4 shows that the liquid
coolant velocity increases across the length of the heater rod and is greatest near the top half of the
fuel rod just above the vapor blanket. This indicates that the flow is still developing and there is
increased turbulence. Figure 5.1.5 plots the liquid coolant velocity and vorticity at the centerline
of the coolant (r = 9.147mm) as the velocity develops, so does the vorticity. This indicates that
there is increased turbulence past 420mm and increased turbulence is proportional to the heat
transfer coefficient. Thus, the decreasing temperature past 420 mm is likely due to the increase in
the heat transfer coefficient causing more heat to be removed from the top half of the fuel rod.
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Figure 5.1.4: Fuel, Gap, and Cladding Temperature and Liquid Velocity

Figure 5.1.5: Coolant Centerline Velocity and Vorticity
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Figure 5.1.6 is the radial temperature profile 410 mm up from the bottom of the fuel rod (an
arbitrary location) at 80 seconds of the simulated time. Analytically, the temperature drop across
the cladding can be defined by (4.4.3),
𝑇𝑐𝑖 − 𝑇𝑐𝑜 =

𝑞′
2𝜋𝑅

(4.4.3)

𝑘
𝛿

where R is the mean cladding radius and δ is the cladding thickness [5].

Figure 5.1.6: Radial Temperature Profile
The simulated temperature drop across the cladding is 50.8°C and the analytical result from (4.4.3)
is 56.14°C, resulting in a ~ 9.5% difference between the simulation and analytical solution. Given
that film boiling is occurring at this time in the simulation the cladding surface temperature could
vary slightly and the percentage difference is subject to change. However, the percentage
difference is relatively low and serves as a verification that the physics are being simulated
correctly.
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5.1.3 Fuel Rod in TRTL Simulation Conclusion
This simulation served as a benchmarking exercise to quantify the mean cladding surface
temperature and observe the axial cladding surface temperature distribution and radial temperature
profile that could be compared to the heater rod manufactured. While the simulated axial cladding
surface temperature distribution did not provide results matching the predicted TCO curve seen in
Figure 2.4.1 the phenomena is due to developing flow such that increased turbulence towards the
top of the fuel rod increased the local heat transfer coefficient resulting in lower local temperatures.

5.2

Heater rod simulation Results

5.2.1 Heater Rod Mesh Refinement Study
Table 5.2.1 provides an overview for the quality of meshes used in this simulation. Compared to
the metrics from Table 5.1.1, these meshes are not as high quality. This likely due to the complexity
of a 3-D polyhedral mesh vs a 2-D quadrilateral mesh as there are a much higher number of cells
and thus more locations for errors in the mesh to occur. The face validity is still acceptable as
values below 0.5 signify a negative cell volume and can cause inaccuracies. Furthermore, the
majority of cells have an ideal volume change but there’s up to 6.209% in the 0.01 – 0.10 range
for the medium mesh. This is likely due to medium mesh refinement primarily taking place in the
thin air gap, measuring 6.35x10-2 mm in-between the alumina outer diameter and cladding inner
diameter.
Table 5.2.1: Mesh Quality Statistics for Heater Rod Simulation
Statistic

Range

Coarse (h3)

Medium (h2)

Fine (h1)

245474

323206

539145

0.90≤ 0.95

1.797%

0.099%

0.019%

0.95≤1.0

98.203%

99.833%

99.981%

0.01≤0.10

2.694%

6.209%

4.618%

0.10≤1.0

97.306%

93.789%

95.382%

Number of Cells
Face Validity

Volume Change
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The air cells in this gap neighboring the cladding are likely the cause of the increased volume
change as the solid meshes did not need to be refined as much because conduction is the primary
mode of heat transfer through them. The volume change in the fine mesh results in a higher quality
as all the components base size were reduced.

Once the meshes were deemed acceptable, another mesh refinement study to compute the GCI was
conducted with the average cladding surface temperate as the scalar value of interest following the
methods described in section 4.4.2. The selection of average cladding surface temperature is
because this is most effected by the boundary conditions and is one of the figures of merit to be
compared to the experimental data.
32
21
Table 5.2.2 shows the GCI results. It is evident that 𝐺𝐶𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒
is significantly higher that 𝐺𝐶𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒
.

Figure 5.2.1 provides a section view of the meshes used and displays examples of low quality cells
in the coarse mesh as well as non-conformal gaps in the coarse and medium meshes. These nonconformal gaps can prevent the simulation solvers from transferring accurate information (thermal
power in this context). This is likely the cause for the lower average cladding surface temperature
32
in the coarse mesh resulting in a relatively large ε32 and 𝐺𝐶𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒
.

Table 5.2.2: Heater Rod Simulation GCI Results
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Average Cladding Surface Temp
GCI
Mesh

N

1

539145

2

323206

3

245474

Volume (m3)

1.4427E-05

h (m)

r

φ (°C)

ε

5.0938E-03

-

342.09059

-

6.0411E-03

1.18597

324.48091 17.6097 6.2675

3.3645

6.6212E-03

1.09604

273.19266 51.2882

25.44

P

(%)
-

Figure 5.2.1: Heater Rod Section View Meshes
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21
Given that 𝐺𝐶𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒
is an order of magnitude smaller than 𝐺𝐶𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒
while also being relatively low

indicating that further mesh refinement would increase computational time and minor increase in
result accuracy. There was an attempt to further refine the mesh in order to reach the ideal
refinement factor, r = 1.3. However, all of these meshes did not converge. The simulations would
iterate but very quickly error crash due to “Algebraic Multigrid (AMG) coarsening halted.” This
error from Star-CCM+ means there are small unconnected surfaces in the mesh. Attempts were
21
made to correct this error with no avail. Given that 𝐺𝐶𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒
is an order of magnitude smaller than
32
𝐺𝐶𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒
while also being relatively low indicating that further mesh refinement would likely only

increase computational time.
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5.2.2 Simulated Axial Temperature Profile
Figure 5.2.2 displays the simulated steady state axial temperature profile of the heater rod next to
a section cut of the heater rod. In a nuclear fuel rod the axial power distribution is a cosign function
described by (2.4.1). This cosign shape is a result of peak power occurring in the center of a fuel
pin due to increased fission products in that area. This power curve can’t be recreated in the current
design via joule heating of the kanthal because the energy generation is uniform throughout.

Figure 5.2.2: Heater Rod Simulation Profile
In an attempt to make the resulting temperature profile similar to nuclear fuel pins the heater rod
utilizes two inch long sapphire tubes that insulate the kanthal with quarter inch alumina cylinders
in-between the sapphire tubes. The rationale behind this approach is the alumina would conduct
heat and create local temperature spikes while the sapphire provides appropriate electrical
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insulation while allowing more heat to radiate out due to having a high transmissivity compared
to alumina and other opaque ceramics.

This design enabled the axial temperature profile to have local temperature spikes that are
parabolic in shape. The local temperature spikes are ideal for testing as they provide a known
geometrical location to outfit instrumentation.

5.2.3 Simulated Heater Rod Radial Temperature Profile
Figure 5.2.3 displays the simulated heater rod radial temperature profiles in four different
locations. The number value in legend is the axial distance in inches from the bottom of the heater
rod and the letter is the polar location where N and E are north and east respectively. Below the
plot, the cross section help visualize the locations the where the color and style of the axis is the
respective plotted line.

Figure 5.2.3: Simulated Radial Heater Rod Temperature Profiles
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The simulation also probed what would be the south and west locations, but are not displayed
because they follow the same trends indicating azimuthal symmetry. The profiles through the 3.5”
from the bottom of the heater rod cross section (red lines) experiences the greatest internal
temperature of 509.7°C because the heat losses are greatest at this section of the cladding boundary
such that the internal temperature is increased to maintain a steady state heat flux. Likewise, the
profiles through the 4.625” from the bottom of the heater rod cross section (blue lines) hold 45.8°C
lower internal temperatures at 467.7°C. The lower internal temperature at this vertical location is
due to more heat being removed in this section at the boundary. Furthermore, the temperature
difference of 45.8°C is maintained at the boundary.

While the general trends of the lines are acceptable based on the environmental boundary
conditions on the cladding outer surface, the locations where the temperature drops occur are not
as expected. The dotted red line (3.5N) maintains a constant temperature of 509.7°C until the
radius equals 2.857 mm yet the temperature drop in theory would begin at the radius equal to
2.8675 mm as this is the farther radial location of the kanthal where the volumetric heat sources is
applied. Similarly, the dotted blue line (4.625N) maintains a constant temperature of 467.7°C until
the radius equals 3.493mm when the expected location is at the radius equal to 2.8675 mm for the
same reasons above.

Furthermore, the sold red and blue (3.5E & 4.625E respectively) do not pass through any regions
where heat is being generated as such, they begin to experience heat losses sooner. While, it is
difficult to predict the exact locations of where the radial temperature profiles would begin
dropping in temperature because the profile doesn’t pass through a location with heat generation
– the locations where changes of slope of the profile occur are expected to be at different material
interfaces and this is not the case.

The causes of the simulated radial temperature profiles not resulting in temperature changes at
their predicted locations is likely due to the mesh size and resolution of the lines. The lines seen in
Figure 5.2.3 contain a data point approximately every 0.30 mm. This resolution was increased but
resulted in stair step shaped curves because there were more probes than cells and Star-CCM+
would average the results in a given cell and radial position. Because of this, the resolution was
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decreased until the lines were smoothed and no additional smoothing was done in the post
processing. While this simulation should have a more fine mesh, the general trend of the lines are
acceptable and provide insight to the performance of the heater rod.
5.3

Simulated and Experimental Comparisons

The figures of merit selected aim to quantify the performance of the heater in the context of it
being used as nuclear fuel rod simulator. The simulated fuel rod in TRTL provides the mean
cladding surface temperature that serves as a target for the final prototype. The axial cladding
surface temperature distributions and radial temperature profiles of the simulations and prototype
provide insight to what locations is heat being transferred more or less effectively. Finally, an
objective in this study was to produce a heater rod with removable internals such that different
cladding materials could be tested without having to construct a new heater rod. As such,
comparisons of the experimental axial temperature profiles of different cladding materials are
compared to the simulated results and simulated fuel rod and heater rod radial temperature profiles
are compared on the next page.
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5.3.1 Simulated Heater Rod and Experimental Cladding Axial Temperature Distributions
Figure 5.3.1 plots the experimental steady state axial cladding surface temperatures and compares
it to the simulated results of the heater rod while Table 5.3.1 displays the average cladding surface
temperature from the curves seen in Figure 5.3.1 as well as the average cladding surface
temperature from the fuel rod simulation see in Figure 5.1.2. The mean temperature of the fuel rod
simulation served as a target temperature when designing and prototyping the heater rod. Both, the
fuel rod and heater rod simulations used 302 series stainless steel with a thermal conductivity of
15.1 w/mK as well as the experimental stainless-steel cladding.

Figure 5.3.1: Experimental and Simulated Steady State Axial Cladding Surface Temperature
Distributions
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Table 5.3.1: Experimental and Simulated Steady State Average Cladding Surface Temperature
Data Set

Average Cladding Surface

Ex. Inconel

Temperature (°C)

k (W/mK)

301.56

15

304.85

15.1

Ex. Titanium

310.54

17

Heater Rod Sim

342.09

15.1

Fuel Rod Sim

389.79

15.1

Ex. Stainless
Steel

The mean temperature from the fuel rod simulation was selected as a figure of merit because the
axial cladding surface temperature distributions of the fuel rod and heater rod (both experimental
and simulated) cannot be directly compared because the fuel rod cladding is 1000 mm long and
the heater rod is and 203.2mm (8”) long and their thermal hydraulic environments are different.
However, comparing the steady state average temperatures provide a metric that can be directly
compared and the resultant values are representative of how effective heat is removed from the
cladding at a given LHGR of 44.6kW/m.

It is evident from Table 5.3.1 that both, the experimental and simulated heater rod data was unable
to reach the temperatures seen by the fuel rod. The two primary causes for this are variances in
energy inputs and thermal hydraulic environment. The fuel rod in TRTL simulation applied
volumetric heat generation of 8.46 MW/m3 to the fuel. Multiplying by the volume of the fuel then
dividing by the length results in a LHGR of 44.6 kW/m, which is on par with the LHGRs in RIAs
observed in the literature. The heat rod simulation applied volumetric heat generation of 47
MW/m3 to the kanthal. Multiplying by the volume of kanthal then dividing by the length of the
heater rod results in a LHGR of 369 W/m, approximately 120 times less than the LHGRs observed
in a RIA. The significantly lower LHGR of the heater rod was due to lack of a power supply
capable out putting enough power and the value reported was based on the maximum output
(74.9W) of the power supplies used.
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It is postulated that increasing the power output 120 times to the heater rod would result in cladding
surface temperatures far greater than what is seen by the fuel rod simulation, however, because the
thermal hydraulic environment is different the results shouldn’t be directly compared (this will be
further discussed in section 6.1). Furthermore, the simulated heater rod power output was not
increased because the goal with this simulation was to obtain the radial temperature profile as this
cannot be measure experimentally and in order to compare the simulated profiles to the
experimental profiles, the physics needed to be simulated to close as possible to the experimental
inputs.
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Taking a closer look at Figure 5.3.2, the experimental data sets display trends that both are similar
and varied from the simulated results. It should be noted that the regions of interest collected
experimentally range from the bottom of the heater rod to the top of the 4th alumina section (7
inches), while simulated profile is the entire length. This is due to the field of view on the camera
not able to span the entire length of the heater rod. The similar trends between the experimental
data and simulated data are that there are distinct hot spots and troughs that follow the locations of
the alumina and sapphire respectively. The temperature between these locations difference
however is far more pronounced in the simulated results, the mean temperature differences can be
seen in Table 5.3.2.

Figure 5.3.2 Experimental and Simulated Steady State Axial Cladding Surface Temperature
Distributions
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Table 5.3.2: Mean Temperature Difference between Alumina peaks and cladding troughs
Data Set

mean ΔT

Ex. Inconel
Ex. Stainless
Steel

(°C)
23.03
22.34

Ex. Titanium

22.73

Heater Rod Sim

45.80

The experimental data also shows an increase in global temperature from the bottom to the top
while the simulated data stays consistent. This is likely because of stratification in the air trapped
in the heater rod. Initially, this trend was not observed, however, as the internal heater assembly
was removed and inserted from the different cladding materials several times, the alumina would
shear slightly. The shearing caused the gap of air between the alumina outer diameter and cladding
inner diameter to increase allowing for more air move in the heater rod and stratify.

Variances from the simulated data compared to the experimental data are likely caused by the
mesh and selected boundary conditions. It was already determined the radial profile of the heater
rod simulation could be more accurate due to the size of the mesh and it is postulated that a finer
mesh (primarily in the air) would allow for a more accurate solution that may show the air
stratification taking place. Furthermore, the heat transfer coefficient calculated in section 4.4.4 is
actually higher in reality hence the simulated mean cladding surface temperature 37.24 °C greater
than the experimental data.

5.3.2 Fuel Rod and Heater Rod Radial Temperature
The fuel rod in TRTL simulated radial temperature profile seen in Figure 5.1.6 and heater rod
simulated radial temperature profile seen in Figure 5.2.3 are not plotted together because the radial
locations do not line up because the cladding used in the fuel rod simulation has a slightly thinner
wall equal to 0.572 mm vs the heater rod cladding wall thickness of 0.889 mm. The thinner wall
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cladding is used in industry and the heater rod cladding used is commercially available. The main
conclusion to draw from these plots is regarding the temperature drop across the cladding.

The fuel rod simulates a 50.8°C temperature drop from the cladding inner diameter to outer dimeter
while the heater rod simulates no temperature drop at all. The fact that there is a temperature drop
across the fuel rod and it being thinner shows that the heat flux occurring across the boundary is
much higher than compared to the heater rod. This is likely caused by a combination of the
cladding across the mesh not being fine enough, as well as the magnitude of the heat generation
occurring in the fuel rod is 120 times greater than the heater rod.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this study is to determine the feasibility of producing a heater rod capable of
providing the LHGR seen in a RIA that also has the capability to test different cladding materials
without having to construct an entirely new rod. The final prototype reached a LHGR of only 369
W/m with the target RIA LHGR of 44.6kW/m due limitations of the power supply. The selected
figures of merit are valid for assessing the performance of the heater rod but should, not be directly
compared to the target due to varying geometries and differences in the operating environment.

The modeling if the fuel rod in TRTL provided insight to how axial cladding surface temperature
distribution of a fuel rod in TRTL is not what is typically observed in LWRs. The heater rod testing
showed interesting phenomena of possible thermal stratification and serves as a good reference
point for designing a heater rod as a nuclear fuel pin simulator. Finally, the final design was capable
of testing different cladding materials without having to construct an entirely new rod.

While this body of work is primarily relevant to the nuclear community it is not exclusive to it.
The design of this heater rod could be used in place of traditional cartridge heaters in corrosive
environments. The benefit being that the cladding can be replaced once corroded while a traditional
cartridge heater would need to be replaced entirely. Furthermore, the food industry could use high
performance heater rods in processes like pasteurization. Finally, because the cladding does not
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need to be swaged, cladding materials that would normally fail in the swaging process can be used
in this design.

6.1

Assumptions & Limitations

Throughout this study assumptions were made in order to present the results in this body of work.
One of the assumptions made is the modeled and simulated heater rod is the same as the physical
prototype. While everything was modeled to its nominal dimension, tolerances primarily in the
radial dimensions can drastically affect the results of the model as this can affect whether
conduction or convection occurs due to parts being in contact or an air gap in-between. Another
assumption related to this is the bottom of the heater rod displayed in Figure 4.4.1where the final
design prototype contained bends in the kanthal while the CAD model does not. Despite the overall
difference of the kanthal in the physical prototype and model, these small variances can have a
compounding effect as more assumptions are made.

The second assumption the boundary conditions on both the fuel rod simulation and heater rod
simulation. The uniform volumetric heat generation applied to the fuel in reality is not actually
uniform – increased neutron population in the axial center of the reactor core causes an increased
incidence of fission events leading to the cosine power profile. The neutron population is higher
because neutrons cannot ‘leak’ out like they can from the edges of the core. The boundary
conditions on the heater rod simulation were based of the experimental results and there is
uncertainty in the instruments used to collect the variables to solve for the heat transfer coefficient.

The primary limitation of this study is comparing the heater rod data (both experimental and
simulated) to the simulated fuel rod. The simulated fuel rod is based on the thermohydraulic
environment of the TRTL is 1 meter long and has water flowing over while the heater rod is 203.2
mm long and is in quiescent air. Furthermore, the power supply used was not capable of outputting
enough power to reach the targeted LHGR. The figures of merit selected are appropriate for
characterizing a heater rods performance, but in order to compare how well the heater rod acts as
a nuclear fuel pin, the boundary conditions and outer surface geometry should be the exact same.
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The secondary limitation of this study is CFD. The simulated heater rod data does not exactly fit
the experimental data, there is a steep learning curve associated with CFD and even with
experience, and the computational result is only as accurate as the inputs. While the mesh
21
diagnostics and 𝐺𝐶𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒
equal to 3.36% indicated that the meshes are adequate, the resulting data

doesn’t match what is postulated.

6.2

Significance of Study

The development of a resistance heater rod with removable internals that can produce an accurate
LHGR seen in an RIA would allow for a safer and radiation free testing environment as well as
reduce the time and cost in researching new and advanced materials for cladding. While the final
design significantly underperformed when compared to the target LHGR; insights were gained on
the developing a heater rod with removable internals, how to have predictable hot spots for
instrumentation, what figures of merit help quantize the performance of a heater rod, and how
important consistent boundary conditions are when comparing fuel rod simulations to heater rod
experiments and simulations.
6.3

Future Work

The methods used to compare the simulated fuel rod to the heater rod proved inadequate, therefore
a heater rod with the same length and outer diameter as the simulated fuel rod should be
constructed using a similar design as the heater rod in this study and powered by a power supply
with sufficient power output. Since the completion of this study, the lab now has a power supply
capable of providing sufficient power to meet the demand and an IR camera more suited for
measuring temperature of low emissivity objects. The new equipment should be used to scale up
testing using a heater rod sized such that LHGR needs can be met with the power supply and
potentially obtain more accurate IR data as well.
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